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ABSTRACT 

Different ordered states, C DW, BOW, and SDW, that may exist 

in a quasi-one dimensional nonsuperconducting system at low temperature, are 

investigated theoretically for both interacting and noninteracting cases as well as 

for different band filling systems. These computational findings can be used not 

only to understand and interpret some early experimental observations but also to 

confirm and modify some previous theoretical results. 

For noninteracting case, we find that the BOW is always accompanied by 

the C DW and vice versa in one-dimensional system for commensurability> 2. 

The strong electron-molecular vibration coupling drives both C DW and BOW, 

and plays thus an important role in the stabilization of the C DW state for these 

non-half-filled materials. 

Within the simply extended Peierls-Hubbard model, the experimentally 

observed lattice distortion of M EM(TC NQh can be precisely understood with 

our model calculation. In addition to the on-site repulsion U, the nearest-neighbor 

Coulomb interaction V is shown to playa vital role in the strongly correlated 

system; and a critical value Vc is found for the quarter-filled system. With the un

derstanding of the dominant broken symmetries in quasi-one-dimensional quarter

filled band, some implications for superconducting materials are discussed. 

The effect of band filling on the 4kF BOW instability is studied by the 

extended Peierls-Hubbard model; it is found that a strongly systematic tendency 

of the 4kF is dependent on the band filling. 

By studying the pair binding energy in some small clusters within the 

simple Hubbard model and the simple Peierls-Hubbard model, we point out that 

the electron (or hole) pairing is not due to the Coulomb interaction, at least in the 

small U region. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the strict sense, an exactly one-dimensional conductor cannot exist. 

All ordinary metals and traditional inorganic semiconductors are of course three

dimensional. However, because their constituent molecules usually have a geomet

rical anisotropy, an electric anisotropy is more or less expected to be observed in 

some kinds of materials. Then, these materials are, in general, said to be low

dimensional, and they include the quasi one-dimensional (quasi 10) conductors as 

a special family. 

One of the best examples of low-dimensional conductors is the Cu-O based 

superconductor Y Ba'lCU307 or in short Y123 (Wu et al.~ 1987). The crystal 

structure of Y123 is two-dimensional and shown in Fig. 1.1. Y123 has Cu-O planes 

perpendicular to the c axis. Two immediately adjacent Cu-O planes are separated 

from each other by a single, relatively sparsely occupied V-atom plane. Such a 

pair of two immediately adjacent Cu-O planes has a larger distance from the next 

pair. Three unimportant metal-O planes are formed between two neighbor pairs, 

as indicated in the figure. Due to this highly anisotropic structure, it is believed 

that the charge transfer as well as the superconductivity are mostly confined to 

the Cu-O planes. 

In this thesis, we are going to deal with the quasi 10 conductors in which 

a lot of novel mechanisms and interesting properties have been discovered in the 

past few decades. There are many different kinds of quasi 10 conductors and the 

three main classes of them are introduced as follows. 
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Figure 1.1: A schematic plot of the Cu-O based superconductor Y Ba2Cu307 
(Y123) (bottom) and its Cu-O plane (top). 

The first class refers to 7r-conjugated polymers. The simplest example in 

this class is poiyacetyiene, (CH):z: (Su, Schrieffer and Heeger, 1979 and 1980). 

The idealized chain-like molecular structures for both cis and trans (C H):z: are 

sketched in Fig. 1.2. Every unit (C H) is regarded as a site in the crystal. For 

each carbon atom (ls22s22p2) in this material, three of the four valence electrons 

(i.e. 2s22p2) are in Sp2 hybridized orbitals (the u-electrons), and form the u-bonds 

(single lines in the figure) with their counterparts in the neighboring carbon and 

hydrogen atoms. The remaining valence electron is in the 2pz orbital (the 7r

electron) and forms a 7r-bond (as indicated by double line in the figure) in which 

the charge density is perpendicular to the molecular plane. Because of the overlap 

between their orbitals on adjacent sites, these 7r-electrons may delocalize along 

carbon atoms and, hence, give rise to a "chain-like" electron current in the sys

tem. Such an overlap of electron wavefunctions between adjacent sites is a very 

important coupling considered in condense matter, we will see this in Section 2.3. 
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Figure 1.2: Planar molecules of cis and trans isomers of polyacetylene (C H)r. 
Both isomers have a. chain-like geometrical structure. 

The second class is called charge-transfer (CT) solids. In these solids, two 

planar components, one of which may be regarded as an electron donor (D) or its 

cation (D+'Y) and the other an acceptor (A) or its anion (A-'Y), are stacked in such 

a manner so that a certain amount of charge with I electrons per molecule can be 

transfered between the donor and the acceptor stacks. According to their geomet

rical stacking, CT materials can be further classified into mixed and segregated 

stack conductors. 

The mixed stack system is represented by ... Dh A -'Y D+'Y A -'Y ". and a typ

ical example is TMPD-TCNQ (Soos and Klein, 1975). In this system, strong 11' 

donor acted by T M P D and the strong 11' acceptor acted by TC NQ are paramag

netic semiconductors. The segregated stack system for the donor material is labeled 

by ... D+'YD+'YD+'YDh". and for the acceptor material by ".A-'YA-'YA-'YA-'Y"" 

The intensively studied salt TTF-TCNQ (Ferraris et al., 1973) has a segregated 

stack structure in which negative charge is transferred from the TT F (donor) to 

the TC NQ (acceptor) molecule with the nonintegral degree of ionicity I = 0.59. 

For clarity, we plot schematically both mixed and segregated stack CT conductors 

in Fig. 1.3 (a) and (b), respectively. The conducting current in material is along 

the stacking axis and indicated by the arrow, which is in general tilted with respect 

to the normal direction of these molecular planes in stacking. 
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(a) Mixed stack (b) Segregated stack 

F.igure 1.3: Quasi-one-dimensional organic charge transfer conductors in two dif
ferent types of stacking. A certain amount of charge is expected to be tra.nsferred 
between the donor (D+-t) and acceptor (A-'Y) stacks. The charge transfer or degree 
of ionicity", presents that, electrons per molecule are transferred from the donor 
to acceptor and the arrow indicates the direction of stacking axis. 
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Figure 1.4: Chain-like structure of KCP. (a) 4 orbital of Pt(GN)4, and (b) 
stacking and overlap of 4 orbitals. 

Materials in both of the two classes mentioned above are organic. Some 

quasi 1D inorganic conductors are classified into the third class in which the ma

terial K'JPt(GN)4Bro.3 - 3H'JO (KGP) is a most prominent representative. This 

material is the oldest compound known to possess 1D metallic properties. Early 

study on the electronic structure of KG P (Comes et al., 1973; Renker et al., 1973; 

Zeller et al., 1974) has shown that it is almost idea.lly one-dimensional. A schematic 

crystal structure is plotted in Fig. 1.4. The structure of KG P exhibits parallel 

stacks centered on the platinum metal ion and along c axis, as indica.ted in the 

figure. Since the interatomic distance between Pt ions is 2.88 A and comparable 

with the 2.78 A of metallic platinum, the metallic behaviour is expected along the 

c a.xis. Because these chains along c axis are well separated by a distance which is 

as large as 9.87 A, the one-dimensional behaviour is then clear. 

We will focus our study in the present work on these segregated stack 

organic solids because of the following reasons. 
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-5 

Figure 1.5: Electrical resistivity parallel to TCNQ columns of M EM(TC NQh. 
A sharp peak in the plot of - d(ln R)/dT VB tempereture indicates that an energy 
gap develops below about T = 340 K. 

First, many interesting metal-insulator and insulator-insulator transi

tions occurred in these materials are still not completely understood, especia.lly in 

the low-temperature region. For example, there are two phase transitions in the 

temperature range between T < 19 K and T > 340 K for material M EM(TC NQh

The metal-insulator transition (H. Kobayashi and A. Kobayashi, 1982) occurred 

at about T = 340 K and the insulator-insula.tor phase transition (Huizinga et al., 

1979) occurred at about T = 19 K are shown in Figs. 1.5 and 1.6, respectively. 

Second, the mechanism of some segregated stack organic materials pre

senting superconductivity at low temperature cannot be explained by the current 

theories. Furthermore, the superconductivity discovered in some systems is also 

pressure dependent. Fig. 1.7 shows the phase diagram (J~rome and Schulz, 1982) 

of (TMTSFhPF6 , the first organic superconductor discovered in 1980, in the pa

rameter space of temperature and pressure. Instead of exhibiting Peierls insulating 

(Le. CDW, see Section 2.3.2) state at low temperatue, (TMTSFhPF6 presents 

an antiferromagnetic (Le. SDW, see Section 2.3.4) state below 11.5 K at ambient 
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Figure 1.6: Spin susceptibility of M EM(TCNQh: experimental points and theo
retical fits. A sharp dip below about T = 19 K is seen. 

pressure. However, a transition to a superconducting phase at temperature 0.9 K 

under the pressure 12 kbar is observed. Such a complicated phase transition is not 

understood. 

Third, for a wide region in the parameter space of band filling (the ratio 

of number of 1I'-electrons to number of sites in a given system), the behavior of 

Coulomb interaction and electron-phonon coupling remains an open question. 

The basic physics of quasi ID conductors are presented in Chapter 2. We 

will introduce some simple models and discuss various broken symmetries. Asso

ciating different broken symmetries, different instabilities such as charge density 

wave (CDW), bond order wave (BOW) and spin density wave (SDW) are also 

explained in this chapter. 

Without including Coulomb interactions, the coexistence of the C DW and 

the BOW instabilities is studied for some non-half-filled systems (i.e. band filling 

::/: 1/2, see Section 2.3.1) in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 1.7: Phase diagram of (TMTSFhPFa showing the conducting, SDW insu
lating and superconducting stability regions in the parameter space of temperature 
and pressure. (Jerome and Schulz, 1982). 

By focusing on the quarter-filled band (i.e. band filling = 1/4) as well 

as including Coulomb interactions, these various instabilities are investigated in 

Chapter 4. The results are used to compare some early experiments. Our work 

done in Chapter 4 is developed further for systems with different band fillings, this 

will be presented in Chapter 5. 

In order to understand the pairing scheme of those unconventional su

perconductors, we study the pair binding energy within both the simple and the 

electron-lattice coupled Hubbard models for some small clusters. This is shown in 

Chapter 6. 

The conclusions and some discussions of our results are given in the fi

nal chapter. Suggestions for future work, such as the generalization to a higher 

dimensionality and the relationship to understand the normal state of organic su

perconductors, are also discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 

QUASI.ONE.DIMENSIONAL CONDUCTORS 

2.1 General description 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there is no conductor exactly ID in our 

real world. Actually, any kind of the so-called quasi ID conductors discovered and 

developed in the past years always has more or less higher dimensionality when it 

is brought into a wider range of temperature and pressure. Thus, there are a lot 

of requirements that the ideal quasi ID conductors should satisfy. Among these 

requirements, two most important conditions are given by III~dll and dJ.»/J.. Here 

III and IJ. are respectively the electron mean free paths parallel and perpendicular 

to the conducting chain, such as the stacking axis shown in Fig. 1.3. dll is the 

distance between atoms along a chain and dJ. the distance between two conducting 

chains. 

The first of these two conditions above implies that the overlap of electron 

wave functions is so large along the stacking axis that a conducting band is formed 

and yields a high conductivity along the chain. The second one gives a guarantee 

of the localization of electrons within a chain; in other words, the interchain dis

tance needs to be much larger than twice the van der Waals radius of atoms in 

the material, so that electron wave functions have no overlap at all in perpendic

ular direction to the stacking axis. These conditions lead to high anisotropy for 

electrical conductivity in the material considered, which are therefore quasi-one

dimensional. Three classes of quasi ID conductors have been introduced in the 
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previous chapter. All of them satisfy these two conditions mentioned above. 

From a historical point of view, probably the earliest discussion of a ID 

system was the attempt made by Frohlich in 1954 to construct a theory of su

perconductivity based on a 1D model of sliding charge density waves (Frohlich, 

1954). In the next year, a famous theorem (Peierls, 1955) concerning the theoret

ical instability of a 1D metal was presented by Peierls. Their work was the basis 

of the so-called Peierls-Frohlich transition to a 1D metal with electron-phonon 

coupling. The physics of this model has become of considerable relevance to some 

of the current investigation for 1D conductors. 

Little proposed a model for the theory of excitonic superconductivity (Lit

tle, 1964) in 1 D materials, and an intense research in this field was then started 

soon thereafter. The experimental studies of 1D systems began only in early 1970's 

by which the synthesis of 1D conductors first became possible. The first 1D con

ductor KC P (Krogmann and Hansen, 1968) was discovered in 1968, and the first 

organic charge-transfer compound TTF-TCNQ (Ferraris et al., 1973; Coleman p-t 

al., 1973) was synthesized and found in 1973 to show a very high electrical con

ductivity. The x-ray and neutron scattering studies performed on both KG P and 

TTF-TCNQ showed that they can have a 2kF CDWs transition. In 1975, the 

first superconducting polymer (SN)x was reported (Greene et al., 1975), con

trary to KGP and TTF-TCNQ, (SN)x does not undergo the Peierls-Frohlich 

transition. Moreover, at the beginning of 1980's, the first organic superconductor 

(T MTSFhPFs (Jerome et al., 1980; Bechgaard et al., 1980) was discovered under 

high pressure, but a subsequent experiment on (TMTSFhGI04 (Ribault et ai., 

1980) showed a superconducting transition in this mate~ial at ambient pressure. 

Superconductivity was also discovered in another kind of subclass of materials 

(BEDT-TTFhRe04 in 1982, and in (BEDT-TTFhI3 (Shibaeva et al., 1985) 

in 1984. Of course, many other new materials and novel features not mentioned 

above have been found since the discovery of the first real 1D conductor because 
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of the rapid developments and the considerable progress made in this field during 

these past years. 

2.2 Order parameter and broken symmetry 

In dealing with the problem of phase transition, we can see that a 

physical system may undergo a transition between two phases on account of the 

change of an external paramet.er such as temperature or pressure. Since these two 

phases usually display different properties and have different structures, a nonzero 

physical quantity (of the system) can be chosen (or defined) to distinguish the 

different phases and characterize the transition. In a thermodynamic system, for 

example, this quantity can be chosen to be either the entropy S or the specific heat 

C. Such a quantity is called the order parameter used to describe "the degrees of 

order" in an ordered state. 

A more general and suitable quantity, the Gibbs free energy G, is used 

to describe the phase transition of a physical system. The most stable phase 

of the system is the one that presents the lowest Gibbs free energy. Furthermore, 

temperature-induced transitions may have different types. For example, first-order 

and second-order phase transitions occurring at certain critical temperatures, Te, 

are respectively shown in Figs. 2.1(a) and (b). In the first-order phase transition, 

the first-order derivative of G with respect to temperature at Te is discontinuous. 

Similarly, in the second-order phase transition the first-order derivative of G is 

continuous but the second-order one is discontinuous. 

In solid state physics, a phase transition is most often accomplished by a 

breaking of symmetry. The term broken symmetry refers then to the situation in 

which the ground state of a system does not have the full symmetry possessed by 

the system in its original state. Various spatial broken symmetries (Mazumdar and 

Campbell, 1986; Mazumdar, 1987) that are expected to appear in some relevant 
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Figure 2.1: Two types of temperature-induced phase transition plotted by Gibbs 
free energy vs temperature. (a) The first-order, and (b) the second-order phase 
transitions. 

systems studied in the following chapters are discussed in the next section. Each 

broken symmetry produced by a certain physical source will in general give rise to 

a specific instability and, therefore, make a transition between two different phases 

in the system. The order parameter defined for a system has nonzero (positive or 

negative) values in the unsymmetric phases and is zero in the symmetric phase. 

Therefore, the value of the order parameter associated with a particular symmetry 

will of course be changed during the phase transition. 

In the following section we will see that, associated with a different insta

bility within the physical model considered, a certain type or kind of symmetry 

of a system will be broken and a nonzero order parameter will be found when the 

system undergoes a phase transition resulted from the corresponding instability. 
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2.3 Simple models for quasi-one-dimensional conductors 

Based on the fact there are usually three main types of interactions among 

the unpaired electrons in the quasi 1D systems in which we are interested, four 

simple models are introduced step by step in this section. The three interactions 

include (1) the overlap of the wave functions of these 1r-electrons between adja

cent sites on a chain, (2) the coupling of the electrons with phonons, and (3) the 

Coulomb repulsion between electrons, especially between those on the same site. 

However, there are two different kinds, intersite and intrasite, of electron-phonon 

couplings. Therefore, the first model introduced describes the overlap interaction. 

In the last three models, all are based on the first model but differ by the kind of 

electron-phonon coupling or Coulomb repulsion involved. 

2.3.1 The Tight-Binding model 

As discussed in every textbook of solid state physics, the tight-binding 

model is the traditional approach to describe one-electron excitations in crystalline 

materials in which a periodic one-electron potential is imposed by the crystalline 

periodicity; this corresponds to the Hilckel molecular orbital model in quantum 

chemistry. 

By using the second quantization notation, the Hamiltonian of a 1D system 

describing the electron motion in this model can be written as 

where 

and 

Ht = -to L L(CJ+l,O'Cj,O' + ClO'Cj+l,O') 
j 0' 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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In these Eqs., the operator c},u (Cj,u) creates (annihilates) an electron of spin (7 

at the ph site. Cj is called the site-energy and denotes the energy of an electron 

at site j for each spin. The parameter to ( > 0) is the nearest-neighbor hopping 

integral. 

Note here that the term Ht constitutes the transfer Hamiltonian which 

causes an electron initially at a given site to transfer onto a next site via the 

hopping integral that measures the overlap between the nearest neighbor orbitals 

of electrons. This is just the first type of interaction mentioned above. 

Since He describes the energies of electrons situated at different molecular 

sites, the total energy of this part should be a constant for a given system if all of 

site energies are equal (i.e. Cj = co). In this situation, the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.1) 

becomes 

HTB = constant - to L 2:(cj+l,uCj,u + clucj+l,u) 
j u 

(2.4 ) 

The energy spectrum of such a system can be found easily from Eq. (2.4) and is 

given by 

E(k) = co - 2tocos(ka) (2.5) 

where k is the wave vector and a is the lattice constant. 

Let us see some physics behind this model by considering a practical ex

ample. If we assume the numbers of both the electrons and the sites in a given 

system to be 2N, then according to Molecular Orbital theory (Salem, 1966)and 

Pauli principle, there are 2N orbitals and, hence, 2N energy levels in which only 

N energy levels are occupied by these 2N electrons for this system in its ground 

state. The system is said to be half-filled and the band filling is 1/2. In this case 

the electron density, p, defined by electrons per site is 1. By plotting Eq. (2.5), 

assuming eo = +2to, the energy spectrum of the system is shown in Fig. 2.2. 

In this figure, the first Brillouin zone, the region in the momentum (i.e. 
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Figure 2.2: Band structure of a half-filled linear chain. The lattice structure is 
uniform and the system should be metal in behivour. The highest occupied energy 
level is called the Fermi level and indicated by E,. 

k) space between -rrla and rrla, is plotted. E, is the Fermi level that forms the 

so-called Fermi surface which separates the occupied from the unoccupied levels. 

The wave vector corresponds to the Fermi surface is called Fermi vector, kF . In 

this case, the Fermi vector is equal to rr 12a, as indicated in Fig. 2.2. A relationship 

among the Fermi vector kF, the electron density p and the lattice constant a is 

given by kF = prr 12a. We see also that the energy levels form a half-filled band 

and thus the system should exhibit metallic behavior. Since the lattice structure 

shown by the left part in the figure is uniform with the same distance (i.e. the 

lattice constant a) between sites, all bond lengths are thus equal. Furthermore, 

all site charges, which associate with and are proportional to the site energies, are 

also equal. Therefore, there is no BOW or CDW (we will discuss these later) 

instability existing and, hence, no broken symmetry as well as no phase transition 

will occur in this system. 
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2.3.2 The SSH model 

If we take out the constant term, He, from Eq. (2.1) but add to it a 

term describing the effect of the intersite electron-phonon (e-ph) coupling, Hen 

then we obtain the so-called the S S H model. The Hamiltonian of this model can 

be written as 

HSSH = Ht + Ha 

= - LL[to - a(uj+1 - Uj)](c;+1,uCj,u + C},uCj+I,u) 
j u 

[(I "( )2 + "2 ~ Uj+1 - Uj 
J 

(2.6) 

and the term Ha is given by 

Ha = a L L(Uj+1 - Uj)(c;+1,uCj,u + cJ,uCj+I,U) + ~l L(Uj+1 - Uj)2 (2.i) 
) u J 

where Uj is the displacement of the ph site from its equilibrium position, a is the 

e-ph coupling resulted from the distortion of the lattice, 1(1 is the elastic constant 

associated with lattice displacement. 

According to Peierls theorem, the system within this model is unstable 

with respect to a periodic lattice distortion with the wave vector 2kF and an 

instability is thus expected in the system. For the half-filled band mentioned 

above in Fig. 2.2, this periodic lattice distortion will yield a dimerized structure 

(i.e. a bond alternation such as that given by trans-( C H):z: in Fig. 1.2) and open 

an energy gap at the Fermi level. The system then undergoes a metal-insulator 

transition called Peierls instability, as shown in Fig. 2.3. 

Assuming the distortion takes the form Uj = (-l)iu, where U is the am

plitude of the periodic lattice displacement, we find the band structure to be 

E(k) = ±[(2tocoska)2 + (4ausinka)2j1/2 (2.8 ) 
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Figure 2.3: Peierls instability given by a periodic lattice distortion that results 
from the intersite electron-phonon coupling. The lattice is dimerized (left) and a 
energy gap is open at the Fermi surface ± rr /2a (right). 

The energy gap is found to be 8au == 2~ and ~ is called the gap parameter. 

Since every two neighbor bond lengths are no longer equal but alterated, the 

charge density distributed within a short bono (double-line) is larger than that of 

within a long bond (single-line), t,his gives rise to a bond order wave (BOW) with 

the pattern SLSL (short-long-short-long) in the system, as sketched in Fig. 2.4. 

Moreover, as seen from either Fig. 2.4 or Fig. 2.3, the system lost its symmetry 

with respect to the mirror reflection through the sites due to the lattice distortion. 

In short, because of the lattice distortion given bye-ph coupling, the 

system undergoes a metal-insulator phase transition which is caused by the BOW 

instability and is associated with a spatial broken symmetry. The order parameter 

can be chosen to be either the gap parameter ~, or the amplitude of the BOW, 

u. 
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Figure 2.4: Bond order wave resulted from intersite electron-phonon coupling. The 
charge densities within bonds vary in a wave manner with the wave vector 2kF and 
the bond lengths are alterated. 

2.3.3 The Molecular-Crystal model 

In addition to the intersite electron-phonon coupling that leads to 

a BOW anomaly in a system, as shown in the last section for a half-filled band 

within the SSH model, another (i.e. intrasite) electron-phonon coupling, which is 

usually called the electron-molecular vibration (e-mv) coupling, can also exist in 

quasi 1D organic CT systems because these materials usually involve both types 

of vibrational degrees of freedom. Now, instead of being a constant in Eq. (2.1), 

the term He presents an internal molecular vibration in this case. Replacing He 

in Eq. (2.1) by H{J which describes the effect of the e-mv coupling, we get then 

the so-called Molecular-Crystal model introduced by Holstein to study polarons 

in molecular crystals (Holstein, 1959). The Hamiltonian of the model is written as 

HMC = He + HfJ 

= - E E[to( c}+1,uCj,u + cluCj+1,u) + ,BVjcluCj,u 1 
j u 

+ K'l" v~ (2.9) 
2~J 

J 
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Figure 2.5: Charge density wave resulted from intrasite electron-phonon coupling. 
The charge densities on sites vary in a wave manner with the wave vector 2kF. 

and the term H{J is given by 

H{J = -f3 ~ Vi ~ c1,uCj,u + ~2 ~ vJ 
J v J 

(2.10) 

where f3 is the e-mv coupling constant. K2 is the elastic constant associated the 

molecular vibration Vi' A more detailed discussion of vi will given in the next 

chapter. For a half-filled band, Vj takes the form Vj = (-l)iv . Simple analysis 

yields the band structure 

(2.11) 

and a gap of 2f3v will a/so be open at the Fermi level. 

Unlike the BOW discussed in the last subsection, another instability, the 

charge density wave (C DW) state, results from a metal-insulator phase transition. 

The C DW obtained from the molecular distortion is shown in Fig. 2.5. Now a site 

charge modulation is formed in the system, as indicated in the figure. Also, the 

system lost its symmetry with respect to the mirror reflection between the sites 

owing to the molecular vibration. 

A result similar to that obtained in the SSH model can be drawn here: on 
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account of the molecular vibration given by e-mv coupling, the system undergoes 

a metal-insulator phase transition which is caused by the C DW instability and is 

associated with a spatial broken symmetry. Either v or (3v can be chosen to be 

the order parameter in the present case. 

2.3.4 The Hubbard model 

All three simple models discussed before do not include electron-electron 

interaction. However, in some materials, experimental results showed that this 

interaction needs to be taken into account. For example, the nearly half-filled 

band (p=O.92) material f((TC NQ) is an insulator because its conductivity at 

room temperature is only about 10-4 (Ocm)-l (Khanna et al., 1974), but it has 

a uniform structure even at high temperature (Lepine et al., 1978). Its phase 

transition at 396 f( is quite different from those discussed above, this suggest that 

some other interations as well as some different models have to be used to interpret 

this system. 

The Hubbard model (Hubbard, 1963; Paineelli and Girlando, 1988a and 

1988b) which is usually used widely to treat strong Coulomb interaction systems 

and has been employed by many scientists, provides a satisfactory model to de

scribe the behavior of f((TC NQ). The simplest form of its Hamiltonian can be 

written as 

HHubb = Ht + Hu 

= -to L :L:(C}+l,uCj,u + c},uCj+I,u) + U L nj,Tnj,l 
j u j 

and the the on-site Cou.lomb-repulsion term, Hu, is given by 

Hu = U L nj,Tnj,! 
j 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where U is the Coulomb repulsion between two electrons with opposite spins on the 

same site. nj,f (nj,d is the number operator on the jlh site with spin up (down). By 
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Figure 2.6: A schematic sketch of spin density wave resulted from Coulomb inter
action. The up-spin and down-spin densities at sites vary in a wave manner with 
the wave vector 2kF. 

this model, Lieb and Wu (Lieb and Wu, 1968) showed that the ground state of a 

half-filled band is insulating for any nonzero U. In this case, the instability caused 

by Coulomb interaction will yield a spin density wave (SDW) insulating state 

and give rise to a metal-insulator phase transition in the system. A energy gap 

is therefore open at the Fermi level too. This energy gap is known as a Hubbard 

gap and its magnitude is of the order of U, and the transition is called the M ott

Hubbard transition. The SDW state is different from either the BOW or the 

C DW state by the magnetic property of the system. The density at each site in 

the SDW state is different for electrons with up-spin and those with down-spin, 

this leads to spin magnetic moments in the system which turns to be a kind of 

antiferromagnetic state. A schematic representation of spin density wave is shown 

in Fig. 2.6. 

Because of the periodic modulation of the spin density that may be caused 

by Coulomb repulsion, the system loses its symmetry with respect to the spin 

rotations about its x- and y-axis (say, if here < Sz > f:. 0) due to the Mott

Hubbard transition, and the amplitude of the SDW acts as the order parameter 

in this case. 
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In the strong coupling limit, U » to, the Hubbard model reduces to the 

antiferromagnetic Hei8enberg spin model (Anderson, 1959), and Eq. (2.12) be-

comes 

H3pin = - L J Sj • Sj+1 
j 

(2.14) 

where Sj is spin-l/2 operator and SJ = 3/4, J is the effective exchange constant 

with J = 2t5/U. 

Now, when the lattice is allowed to distort, a 2kF transition called the 

Spin-Peierl8 transition will occur and lead to a nonmagnetic dimerized state. 

Since the system is a singlet and gives rise to a lattice distortion, it is therefore 

clear that the type of broken symmetry and the order parameter in Spin-Peierls 

transition are the same as that in the BOW case. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COEXISTING CDW AND BOW IN QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL 

CONDUCTORS WITH NON-HALF-FILLED BANDS 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, metal-insulator transitions are 

expected in quasi ID conductors. Even though a system does not include the 

Coulomb interaction by which the Mott-Hubbard transition is expected, the sys

tem can still undergo a metal-insulator transition resulating from either intersite 

or intrasite electron-phonon coupling; density wave states given by these two cou

plings have been shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. 

The BOW resulting from the intersite electron-phonon coupling, on the 

one hand, is obviously due to the lattice distortions, as seen clearly from the 

bond alternation in Fig. 2.4. On the other hand, the C DW given by the intrasite 

coupling comes from the intramolecular vibrations, because those "sites" in organic 

CT crystals are presented by molecules (not atoms) which have internal structures 

themselves. 

Theoretically, the study of the molecular vibrations (Lipari et al., 1977j 

Bozio et al.j 1977) in the organic conductor TT F-TC NQ shows that the intrasite 

electron phonon, e-mv, couplings in TT F are much stronger than that in TC NQ. 

Because both TT F and TC NQ molecules have no degenerate molecular orbital 

(MO) levels, Lipari et al. pointed out that in TTF-TCNQ only the totally sym

metric ag modes couple linearly with those MO levels. There are 7 ag modes in 
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( a) C - S Stretching Mode ( b) C I: C Stretching Mode 

lI6 = 472 cm l 
lI3 = 1518 cm l 

Figure 3.1: Two of seven totally symmetric ,ag , intramolecular vibrations of the 
TT F molecule. The Cartesian displacements and the frequencies for each mode 
are indicated. 

TTF and 10 ag modes in TCNQ. Two important ag modes, 116 and 113, of TTF 

are shown in Fig. 3.1 in which the corresponding frequencies are indicated. The 

Cartesian displacements for each mode are presented by arrows, and the vibrations 

in both modes are indeed totally symmetric, as shown in the figure. 

By such a coupling, the MO level is shifted up or down in energy with an 

amount linearly proportional to the change of the normal coordinate following the 

ag-mode vibration. These interactions turn into electron-phonon couplings and 

mediate attractions between electrons when the molecules are aggregated into a 

bulk conductor. A dimensionless linear coupling constant, Ai (here i = 3, 6 in Fig. 

3.1), is associated with each ag mode IIi. The total linear e-mv coupling constant, 

A (Rice et al., 1976), is given by A = En An. 

Experimentally, The Powder I R (infrared) spectra of (TT F)Bro.76 (Bozio 

and Pecile, 1980) indicated that the strong evidence in the semiconducting low 

temperature phase are attributable to the e-mv couplings mainly related to the 

totally symmetric modes liS and 116 of TT F molecules. The first detailed experi

mental evidence for e-mv coupling in TT F-TC NQ was achieved (Etemad, 1981) 
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by studying its vibrational spectrum in the I R region as a function of temperature. 

It was found that the Peierls distorted state below the metal-insulator transition 

temperature is predominantly stabilized by coupling of the unpaired electrons to 

the intramolecular vibrations and the total linear e-mv coupling constant >. for 

TC NQ molecule in TT F-TC NQ is 0.35. 

However, on the other hand, the intersite electron-phonon, e-ph, cou

pling is also important in some CT systems. The experimentally observed crys

tal structure of M EM(TC NQh, for example, supports this claim. The mate

rial M EM(TC NQh has attracted much attention in the past years and shows 

two phase transitions, a metal-insulator transition at about 340 and an insulator

insulator transition at about 19 K, among three diffe1:ent lattice structures. Fig. 

3.2 shows those three, the uniform, dimerized and tetramerized, structures of 

TC N Q stack of the material in various temperature regions (Bodegom et al., 1981). 

For T > 340 K, an uniform lattice of this 1/4-filled system indicates its metallic 

behavior. Between the two transition temperatures, the lattice of TC NQ chain 

is dimerized and the material becomes insulator. Below 19 J(, another distortion 

is expected resulting in a tetramerization of the TC N Q chain, and the system is 

still an insulator but nonmagnetic. The bond alternations in these dimerized and 

tetramerized cases have been observed by Neutron diffraction (Visser et aI., 1983) 

study, we will discuss in detail in Chapter 4. 

Therefore, both e-ph and e-mv interactions are likely to be important in 

a system, at least for the absence of the on-site repulsion, U (a difference between 

the effects of e-ph and e-mv couplings for nonzero U is discussed in the fifth 

chapter). The theoretical challenge here needs to answer the following questions: 

Which interaction drives the metal-insulator transition? What kind of density 

wave exists in i.he insulating state? How do the BOW and the C DW interact 

with each other. if both couplings are present? Our main work in this chapter is to 

discuss these problems. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic plot of two phase transitions among unifome (left), dimerized 
(middle) and tetramerized (right) lattice structures in TCNQ stack. 

In particular, the BOW and C DW compete with each other in the 1/2-

filled band and they coexist only within a very narrow region, as found by Kivelson 

(Kivelson, 1983) and shown in Fig. 3.3. Pure BOW and C DW respectively exist 

in region I and in region I I I, while the mixed density waves exist in region I I in 

which both order parameters ~1' and ~2 are nonzero (the BOW order parameter 

is defined by ~1 == /3v/(2to) and the C DW one by ~2 == 2au/to}. All those 

parameters /3, v, to, a, and u have been discussed in the last chapter. Is there a 

similar result in the other systems such as a third-filled or a quarter-filled band? 

A negative answer and its interpretation will be shown in the following sections. 

3.2 Theoretical model with two kinds of electron-phonon couplings 

In this section, we introduce our model and explain the physical meaning 

of these two electron-phonon couplings in some detail. The ground states for both 

1/4 and 1/3-filled bands are investigated in the next section, in which we will show 
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0750 r------~-----....... --_, 

0.375 

0.5 1.0 

Figure 3.3: Phase diagram of a half-filled band in the parameter space of Ao and 
Ap. Here Ao 0( a 2 and Ap 0( {P. 

that the BOW and C DW interact cooperatively. We study the soliton charge for 

our systems in Section 3.4. 

The theoretical model we investigate, which can be regarded as a sum of 

the one-dimensional SSH Hamiltonian (see Section 2.3.2) used to establish the 

soliton theory for tran.9-( C H)z: and a local electron-lattice coupling term in the 

Molecular-Crystal model (see Section 2.3.3), which was introduced by Holstein to 

study polarons in molecular crystal, is written as 

H = - EE{[to - a(uj+l - Uj)][cj,uCj+l'u + Chl,uCj,ul + ,BVjcj,uCj,u} 
j u 

+~ E[K! (Uj+l - Uj)2 + K2V;l 
) 

(3.1 ) 

w here operator cj,u (Cj,u) creates (annihilates) an electron of spin u on the ph 

site, to refers to the hopping integral evaluated for the nearest neighbors in their 

equilibrium position. a is the linear e-ph coupling constant and has been given in 

Eq. (2.7). Even though there are many intramolecular modes in the real materials, 

simple symmetry arguments will reduce the number of molecular vibrations (Rice 
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et al., 1975j Lipari et al., 197i). For example, there are 36 normal modes in 

TT F, but only 7 totally symmetric ag modes contribute to a linear e-mv coupling, 

as mentioned in the last chapter. By summing over their correponding coupling 

constants, we get the total or the effective linear e-mv coupling constant /3, which 

was denoted by ,\ and discussed in the previous section. K1 and K2 are the elastic 

constants associated with the lattice-displacement Ui and the molecular-distortion 

Vii respectively. In our practical calculations thereafter, the units of energy and 

length are respectively expressed in ev and A and the magnitude of to is taken to 

be unity. 

When either K1 '# 0 or 1(2 '# 0, the first term in our model Eq. (3.1), 

the kinetic energy, will compete with the elastic potential, the second term in Eq. 

(3.1). To understand the physical meaning of 0 and /3, we consider first the effect 

of e-ph coupling. The kinetic (electronic) energy of the system is expected to be 

lower, according to the expression 'Ej 'Eu {[o( Ui+1 - Uj )][cJ,uCj+1,U + CJ+1,uCj,(1]} ' 

when the lattices distort for nonzero OJ the periodic lattice distortion will increase 

the elastic potential given by ~ 'Ei[K1(uj+1 - Uj)2J. If the decrease of the kinetic 

energy outweighs the increase of the elastic potential, the total system will stabilize 

itself by forming the lattice distortion Uj, and give rise to the BOW. Indeed, such 

a mechanism occurs at the twice of Fermi vector Q = 2kF. A similar phenomenon 

made by e-mv coupling (with the parameters /3, Vi and K2) may yield a similar 

result and give rise to the C DW. But is there any effect on the lattice-displacement 

Ui caused by /3, and/or any effect on the molecular-vibration Vi given by 0 ? One 

of the main purposes in the present chapter is to concern this question. We choose 

band filling of 1/4 and 1/3, and are interested in the ground state broken symmetry 

as well as the nature of kink solitons. 
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3.3 Ground state broken symmetries 

3.3.1 Quarter-filled band 

For perfectly tetramerized case, we can write Uj and Vj in the usual forms 

of 2kF density waves, 

Uj = uocos(2kFja - 0) (3.2) 

and 

Vj = vocos(2kFja - rP) (3.3) 

where the Fermi vector is given by kF = rr/4a, a being the lattice constant. We 

have not included higher harmonics in both Uj and Vj, as our configuration space 

calculation shows that those are very small compared to the 2kF -component. In 

order to obtain an analytic expression for electronic spectrum in terms of the 

amplitude Uo and phase angles () of Uj, and the amplitude Vo and phase angle ¢ of 

Vj, we give a detatiled derivation in Appendix B. The resultant equation for the 

band structure (i.e. Ak) can be then written as 

At A~( 4t~ + 4a2u~ + j32v5) + Ak[8toaj3uovosin( rP - ())] 
1 + 8j34v~(1- cos4rP) + 2a4u~(1 - cos40) 

+ sin2(2ka)[4t~ - 8t~a2u~ -I- 2a4u~(1 + cos40)] 

+ 2( aj3uovo)2 sin20sin2rP = 0 (3.4) 

The case j3 = 0 has been studied by Ohfuti (Ohfuti and Ono, 1986). The 

total energy ET of the system is then obtained from 

ET = -2 L: Ak + Eelaltic 
kEocc 

(3.5 ) 

where Ee/rutic is the elastic potential gained by the system due to the lattice vi

brations and the factor 2 comes from the spin degeneracy. ET is to be minimized 
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with respect to both () and r/J. By plotting the total energy per site ET(O,r/J)/N, 

for given values of a, (3, /(\, /(2, Uo and vo, against () and r/J in Fig. 3.4, the four 

degenerate ground states are found to be ((),r/J) = (0, rr/2),(rr/2, rr), (rr, 3rr/2) and 

(3rr/2, 2rr), respectively. 

It is worthwhile to examine the role of phase angle of Uj for the ground 

state in this band filling. Calculation indicates that the energy minimum for each 

one of O=1r/4, 37r/4, 5rr/4 and 77r/4 is only slightly higher than that of the ground 

state, provided we neglect Coulomb interactions. However, when the correlation is 

switched on, the situation will be changed. Once the on-site interaction U in the 

simple Peierls-Hubbard model reaches some (small) critical value, instead of () = 

7r /2 (say), the ground states should occur at the later four B's. Such a crossover of 

the phase angles in the lattice distortion will be explained in Chapter 4. 

The strict phase relationships among bond lengths and charge densities 

indicate coexistence of the BOW and CDW. One of the four degenerate ground 

states is sketched in the insert of Fig. 3.4, where we plot schematically the bond 

alteration pattern and the intrasite charge densities as a repeating unit (i.e. -1 

sites with 4 bonds) in this perfectly tetramerized chain; the lengths of the vertical 

bars on the atoms are measures of the local charge densities. The BOW drives 

a superalteration with bond lengths a-8a , a+ 8a, a+8a, and a-8a• The charge 

densities are po - 8p , po, po + 8p , and po, the largest charge density occurring on 

the site that lies at the vertex of the two strong bonds (Le. bonds formed by two 

short lines). 

In order to further study the cooperative interaction between the BOW 

and the CDW we have also solved the matrix formed by electronic part of our 

Hamiltonian Eq. (3.1) in configuration space, by using the Self-Consistent Field 

(SCF) technique of Ono et al. (Ono et al., 1985). The self-consistency conditions 

for the lattice-displacement Uj and the molecular-vibration Vj used in our iteration 

method are obtained by minimising the total Hamiltonian with respect to Uj and 
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Figure 3.4: Total energy per site against phase angles in a quarter-filled band. 
Four degenerate ground states are respectively represented by curves of Squares, 
Triangles, Circles and Stars for ((),</» = (O,1f'/2), (1f'/2,rr), (1f',31f'/2) and (31f'/2,21f'). 
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T1 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.5: The band-splitting of the system with a partially (a) 11M-filled or (b) 
(M-1)/M-filled band. We have here M=4. 

Vil respectively, and are given by 

and 

(3.7) 

where Xk(j) is the ph component of the eigenvector tPkl which is solved iteratively 

from the eigenequation Eq. H tPk =).k tPk. 

In general, the lattice of the one-dimensional system having a partially 

filled (say 11M-filled) band is likely to undergo a distortion due to the electron

phonon interaction, and its band will split into M subbands with (M-1) band gaps. 

This is known as the Peierls instability or the 2kF-distortion. In Fig. 3.5, we show 

the 2kF Peierls distortion of a system with either a 11M-filled or a (M-1)/M-filled 

band. Therefore, it is expected to have 4 subbands and 3 gaps in the 1/4-filled 

case, as indicated in Fig. 3.5{a). 



However, no gap is found between the second and the third subbands in 

our present system when a i: 0 but /3 = 0; this is different from what we have 

discussed in Section 2.3.2 for the half-filled band, in which there is always a gap 

appearing at the mid-band for any nonzero a (see Fig. 2.3). A small gap will 

appear between the second and the third subbands in the present case only when 

we have also /3 i: 0, in addition to the nonzero a. Furthermore, all energy levels 

in the valence band are lowered by adding the nonzero /3. The system is thus more 

stable if the e-mv coupling is included. 

Instead of presenting the results in terms of Uj and Vj we show our results 

for the bond order parameter bj and the charge density order parameter Pj, given 

by, 

(3.8) 

and 

(3.9) 

These two order parameters were calculated self consistently for a periodic ring of 

240 sites. The least square fitting method (Pennington, 1970) is then used to fit 

bj and pj with the following forms 

(3.10) 

and 

(3.11 ) 

where bo and po are the average bond order and charge density, bl and Pl are 

the amplitudes of the 2kF BOW and CDW, and where we have now explicitly 

included 4kF-components, b2 and P2. In all cases the 4kF-components were found 

to be tiny. This is consistent with our previous statement. In Fig. 3.6(a) and (b) 

we have plotted the amplitudes bl and Pl of the 2kF BOW and the CDW against 

the dimensionless electron-phonon coupling constants '\0 = K:~o and ,\(J = ~~o 
respectively. Notice that bl is expected to increase with '\0' but it also increases 
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with >'/3 and is nonzero even when '\0 = 0 but >'/3 =f:. O. Similarly, the CDW exists 

even when >'/3 is zero, and increases with '\cr. Therefore, both bl and PI can be 

enhanced either by >'0 or by >'{3. These prove that the two density waves interact 

in a cooperative manner: the COW enhances the BOW and vice versa. 

Such a result is quite different from the competition between the BOW 

and the C DW in the 1/2-filled case, as discussed in Section 3.1 and shown in 

Fig. 3.3. This difference can be understood by considering their possible extreme 

configurations that are regarded as the Generalized Wigner lattices in which 

one electron locates on every other si te, for example, in the 1/4-filled band. 

Two possible extreme configurations of a 1/2-filled band within the one

electron thoery are ... 2020 ... and ... 1, I, 1, 1..., where "I" denotes an electron with 

spin if and" I" with spin cr. But a 1/4-filled band have three different configurations 

which are given by ... 2000 ... , ... 1100 ... and ... 10lD .... 

For ... 2020 ... , a 2kF CDW of periodicity 2 can exist in this system in 

which all bonds are favored to be equal, therefore 2kF C DW does not coexist with 

BOW here. In ... 1, I, 1, 1. .. , because only a 2kF SDW and a 4kF CDW may 

exist, the conclusion above is also implied. According to these facts as well as 

Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, we have thus that the 2kF BOW pattern SLSL in a 1/2-filled 

band can associate with a periodic modulation of intersite distances with equal 

intrasite charge densities, but not a modulation of intrasite charge densities with 

equal intersite distances. 

However, a 2kF C DW of periodicity 4 can coexist with a 2kF BOW in 

both configurations ... 2000 ... and ... 1100 .... The CDW of periodicity 4 in either 

... 2000 ... or ... 1100 ... is obvious. In ... 2000 ... , since the charge transfers resulted 

from the Ht (see Eq.{2.3)) between the "doubly occupied site" and its two neighbors 

are larger than that between these "unoccupied" sites, the charge densities within 

those bonds (see Fig. 2.3) are given by Pl PI P2 P2 (Pl > P2) and a 2kF BOW of the 
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Figure 3.6: (a). The 2kF amplitude of the BOW in the 1/4-filled band vs the 
dimensionless e-mv coupling constant( ).0=0, 0.05, 0.2 and 0.45 for Squares, Tri
angles, Circles and Stars, respectively). (b). The 2kF amplitude of CDW in the 
1/4-filled band vs the dimensionless e-ph coupling constant( )'/3=0, 0.1, 0.4 and 0.9 
for Squares, Triangles, Circles and Stars, respectively). 
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form 88LL (shor-short-Iong-Iong) is then formed. Similarly, the charge transfer 

between two "singly occupied" sites in ... 1100... is large and that between two 

"unoccupied" sites is small, while the charge transfer between a "singly occupied" 

and an "unoccupied" site is the medium one. This yields another 2kF BOW of 

the form 8M LM (short-medium-Iong-medium). Thus, the coexisting BOW and 

CDW in both configurations ... 2000 ... and ... 1100 ... of a 1/4-filled bond is proved. 

On the other hand, a 4kF C DW exists in the configuration ... 1010 ... but does not 

coexist with a BOW. 

3.3.2 Third-filled band 

Most conclusions obtained in the 1/4-filled band are also correct in the 

present case, and the results in these two cases are similar. The functional forms 

of Uj and Vj for perfectly trimerized chain are still the same as Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) 

but the Fermi vector kF is of course different. The electronic Hamiltonian now is 

a 3 x 3 matrix whose eigenvalues are obtained from the following equation, 

\ 3
k 

(2 9 2 2 3 a2 2) 133 3( 3 3 ) " Ak 3to + 2"a Uo + 4'1-' Vo + Vo cos ¢> - 4'cos¢> 

9 3J3. + 2cos(3ka)[tg - 4'toa2u5 - -4-a3ugsm30] 

+ f3vo[~a2u5cos(¢> + 20) + 3V3toauosin(0 - ¢»] = 0 (3.12) 

For 13 = 0, Eq.(3.12) is identical to Ono's result (Ono et al., 1985). Once 

again the total energy, electronic plus elastic, is found as a function of 0 and </>. 

The three degenerate ground states occur for ((),¢» = (1f'/6,41f'/6), (51f'/6,87r'/6) 

and (97r' /6,21f'), and are plotted in Fig. 3.7 with squares, triangles and circles, 

respectively. The result obtained by substituting of (O,¢» = (51f'/6,81f'/6) in Eqs. 

(3.2) and (3.3) for Uj and Vj is shown as in insert in this figure, where the phase 
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relationship again indicates coexistence. A peak in the charge density again occurs 

on the site which is at the vertex of two strong bonds. 

Note here that the lowest energy state is always to be one of the three 

degenerate ground states mentioned above for either U =0 or U rfO, because 2kF 

and 4kF are equivalent in k space for this band-filling. Three subbands and two 

band gaps are found here even when /3=0 but Q rfO. 

We have also calculated hI and PI while varying Aa and A{J for this band; 

these results are shown in Figs. 3.8( a) and (b) and are found respectively to be 

similar to those in Figs. 3.6(a) and (b). While we have not been able to find a 

general proof, we believe that a cooperative interaction between the BOW and 

the C DW is true for all band fillings other than 1/2. 

3.4 Kink excitations 

3.4.1 One-kink cases 

Different kinds of kinks can be reached by considering different numbers 

of electrons and sites. As a general case, for the commensurate l/M -filled system, 

there exist spinless phase kinks with charge ±Iel/M, and amplitude kinks with 

charge ±lel(l/M - 1) and spin 1/2 (Su, 1985; Ohfuti and Ono, 1986). If we 

denote the spin by 0' and define the excess electron number or the charge deficit 

(Su, 1983; Ono et al., 1985), 8n, by 8n = Ne - pN~, where Ne, p, and N~ are 

the total number of electrons, band filling, and the total number of sites of the 

system, respectively,then we can classify these different kinks into two main types 

of solitons by the quantum number set (8n, 0'), namely, the phase soliton and the 

amplitude soliton for the one-kink cases. In the case of quarter-filled band, we call 

(8n, 0') = (±1/2, 0 ) as phase solitons, (±1/2, 1/2 ) as charged amplitude solitons 

and ( 0, 1/2 ) as neutral amplitude soliton. In the third-filled system, single kinks 
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Figure 3.8: (a). The 2kF amplitude of the BOW in the 1/3-filled band vs the 
dimensionless e-mv coupling constant( Ac¥=O, 0.05, 0.2 and 0.45 for Squares, Tri
angles, Circles and Stars, respectively). (b). The 2kF amplitude of CDW in the 
1/3-filled band vs the dimensionless e-ph coupling constant( A{J=O, 0.1,0.4 and 0.9 
for Squares, Triangles, Circles and Stars, respectively). 
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have (on, 0') = (±2/3, 0) and (±1/3, 1/2). 

We show below only the results of phase soliton for both 1/4- and 1/3-

bands, performed with 120 electrons and 160 electrons on 239 sites, therefore giving 

the quantum number (an, 0') = ( 1/2, 0) and (2/3, 0), respectively. In order to 

get a comparison between the cases (3 ;f0 and (3=0 and thus to realize the effects 

of e-mv coupling, we have calculated the same physical quantities by keeping the 

same parameters and have plotted those data by using the same scales. We define 

the smoothed charge densities Ph as did Su (Su, 1983) and Ohfuti (Ohfuti and 

Ono, 1986), as, 

Pi = i[0.5Pi-2 + Pi-l + Pi + Pi+1 + 0.5Pi+2] (3.13) 

and 

Pi = ~[Pi-l + Pi + PHd (3.14) 

for the 1/4 and 1/3-filled band, respectively. The smooth densities of the excess 

electrons on site j are oP(j)=Pi - t and oP(j)=Pi - ~. We plot op(j) against j in 

the 1/4-filled band for both (3 ~O and f3 = 0, in Figs. 3.9(a) and (b), respectively. 

Similar graphs in the 1/3-filled band are sketched in Figs. 3.10(a) and (b). In 

both Figs. 3.9, data points are presented by 4 different series because of the 

fourfold degeneracy of the system. A particular series associates a specific group 

of sites which vibrate with the same phase in the lattice. As mentioned in Section 

3.3.1, four different ground states phases for 0 are given by 0, 7r /2, 7r and 37r /2. 

Therefore, those (4j)th, (4j + 1)t\ (4j +2)th and (4j +3)th series sites vibrate with 

thier associating phase angles. In a similar way, data points of the 1/3-filled band 

are shown with 3 different ((3j)th, (3j + 1)th and (3j + 2)th) series in Fig. 3.10. 

Because of the kink involved in the system, the numerical data of the 

lattice-displacement Ui is fitted with the following expression for this 1/4-filled 

case, as did Ohfuti and Ono, 
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Figure 3.9: The smoothed densities of the excess electrons on the phase soliton 
in a 1/4-filled band for (a) {J #0, and (b) {J=O. Four different ((4j)th, (4j + l)th, 
(4j + 2)th and (4j + 3)th) series sites are respectively plotted by Squares, Triangles, 
Circles and Stars. 
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Figure 3.10: The smoothed densities of the excess electrons on the phase soliton in 
a 1/3-filled band for (a) f3 #0, and (b) f3=0. Three different ((3j)th, (3j + l)th and 
(3j + 2)th) series sites are respectively plotted by Squares, Triangles and Circles. 
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where Ao(j),A}(j) and O(j), and A2(j) are the acoustic, the amplitude and the phase 

of the 2kF , and the 4kF -compoment of the lattice displacement uj, respectively. 

In Figs. 3.11 and 3.12, we plot Uj and At(j) for the quarter-filled case, with parts 

(a) for f3 -/; 0 and parts (b) for f3=0. 

It is clear that the 8p(j) in Fig. 3.9(a) is larger than that in Fig. 3.9(b); 

and a similar result exists in Figs. 3.10(a) and (b), as a manifestation of e-mv 

coupling. Both Figs. 3.11 and Figs. 3.12 indicate again the enhancement of the 

distortion by including electron-molecular vibrations. At the same time, we have 

also calculated the total energy per electron b.Ee• We find that b.Ee = -0.059 for 

'\0 = ;.~o =0.613 and )../3 = ~~o =0.405, and b.Ee = -0.028 for the same )..0 but f3 
= O. This implies that the system with nonzero f3 is more energetically favorable. 

Contrast to the 1/4-filled case, lattice displacement Uj in the 1/3-filled 

band is fitted with a simpler form, 

(3.16 ) 

Graphs of displacement Uj and A1(j) for the 1/3-band are plotted in Figs. 3.13 

and Figs. 3.14. The same conclusions obtained from 1/4-filled case are also true 

in this system. 

Now, the acoustic componenet Ao(j) and the 4kF -component A2(j) of Uj, 

for the quarter-filled case are depicted in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16, respectively, with 

parts(a) for f3 -/;0 and parts(b) for f3=0. Even though both Ao(j) and A2(j) are 

larger in the case of f3 -/;0 than that of f3=O, all of them are indeed to be tiny 

to compare with the 2kF -component At (j) given in Fig. 3.12. This fact not only 

confirms that other components are indeed very small compared to the 2kF one, 

as mentioned in the previous section, but also indicates that the 4kF distortion 

can be neglected in the noninteracting case. 
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Figure 3.11: Displacement vs site on the phase soliton in a 1/4-filled band for (a) 
/3 .:p 0, and (b) /3=0. These symbols have the same meaning as that in Fig. 3.9. 
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Figure 3.13: Displacement vs site on the phase soliton in a 1/3-filled band for (a) 
/3 =f:. 0, and (b) /3=0. These symbols have the same meaning as that in Fig. 3.10. 
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Figure 3.16: 4kF amplitude vs site on the phase soliton in a 1/4-filled band for (a) 
(3 =f:. 0, and (b) (3=0. These symbols have the same meaning as that in Fig. 3.9. 
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3.4.2 Two-kink cases 

The fractional fermion number{ charge) has been discussed in both quantum 

field theory (Jackiw and Rebbi, 1976; Jackiw and Schrieffer, 1981) and condensed 

matter (Rice et al., 1976j Hubbard, 1978). This number can be irrational in some 

cases. In the case of the 1/2-filled band, the narrow coexistence region containing 

both the BOW and the C DW has soliton excitations that have irrational charge 

(Kevilson,1983j Su, 1983). Similar results (Rice and Mele, 1982j Campbell, 1983) 

have been obtained for the (AB)z polymer, where, however, the coexistence region 

is broader. Irrational charge has also been claimed in the nearly 1/4-filled band, 

such as N M pr:(Phenh_zTCNQ. 

In the case of the 1/4 and 1/3-filled bands, solitons have charges that 

are rational fractions when only one kind of density wave is present (Su, 1983j 

Ono and Ohfuti, 1985). It is thus clearly of interest to determine soliton charges 

here. The same SCF method and the non-linear least square fitting for data 

analysis done before have also been used here. In order to determine whether 

kinks have irrational charge, we have performed our work on the two-kink cases. 

For charges to be irrational, the excess charges on the two kinks must be unequal. 

The self-consistent calculations were done within periodic boundary conditions, 

with 120 electrons and 160 electrons respectively on 238 sites, thereby giving two 

charged kinks in both cases. For comparison, the calculations were done also for 

the (AB)z polymer (Rice and Mele, 1982; Campbell, 1983) with two kinks. The 

Hamiltonian for the (AB)z polymer is very similar to that in Eq. (3.1), except 

the term containing the e-mv coupling is replaced by a site-energy dependent term 

Li,o( -1)i ec}'oci,o, and the band-filling is 1/2. According to Rice (Rice and Mele, 

1982), when 2 additional electrons are added into a perfertly dimerized chain, an 

AB pair of spinlc'ss solitons with charge Q = {1+ f)e on the A soliton and charge 

Q = {1-f)e on the B soliton will create at the limit temperature, T=O. Because 

here f=l - (2/1l')tan- 1{b../c), where b.. is the order parameter discussed in Section 
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2.3.2, so f is a continuous function of the site energy difference c, it thus gives the 

irrational charge. 

In Fig. 3.17( a) we show the excess charges on the two kink centers for the 

half-filled (AB},r system, for a site energy difference c of 0.1 in unit of to. We have 

done several calculations for various c and found that the charges on the kinks 

are very different, depending on the value c, indicating irrational charges. In Fig. 

3.17(b) we have plotted the excess charges for the 1/4-filled band with two kinks, 

in which we presented again those data points by 4 different series corresponding to 

4 different (but energetically degenerate) phases of the pattern. The overall charge 

is obtained by summing over the (4j)lh, (4j + 1 )lh, (4j + 2)lh and (4j + 3)111 sites 

for each kink. It should be obvious that the overall charges of the two kinks are 

equal, a distinct difference from that in Fig. 3.17(a). The similar result is true for 

the two kinks in the 1/3-filled band, as shown in Fig. 3.18. We therefore conclude 

that, despite the coexistence of the BOW and the CDW in commensurability> 2, 

the charge on the kinks are rational fractions. 

In a brief summary, the most important conclusion in this chapter is that 

the BOW is always accompanied by the CDW and vice versa in 1D system for 

commensurability> 2. In the case of organic conductors, intermolecular di::t!l.nces 

along the stack axes are 3 - 3.5 A, only slightly smaller than the sum of the van 

der Waal's radii of the atoms. Thus the e-ph coupling should be rather weak. 

Nonetheless, considerable modulations of intermolecular distances are commonly 

observed in experiments below the metal-insulator transition temperature, such as 

the observed superlattice in M EM(TC NQh that has been mentioned briefly in 

Section 3.1 and will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. Our work explains 

this by showing that the (strong) e-mv coupling can drive both a C DW and a 

BOW and for any nonzero e-ph coupling, the lattice distortion is then enhanced. 

Therefore, the intrasite coupling plays an important role in the stabilization of the 
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BOW Ie DW state for those non-half-filled materials. However, here we have in

vestigated the density waves only in the limit of zero electron-electron interactions. 

The results of the study for non-zero Coulomb interactions are given in the next 

chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 

STRUCTURAL STUDY OF THE STRONGLY CORRELATED 

SYSTEM WITH QUARTER-FILLED BAND 

4.1 2kF and 4kF instabilities 
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We have discussed briefly in Chapter 2 the 2kF (Peierls) instability 

via some simple physical models in the quasi lD conductors. However, there are 

various and different 2kF instabilities that may exist in a system, particularly at 

low temperature. Each of those instabilities such as CDW, BOW and SDW 

corresponds to a specific spatial broken symmetry and, thus, gives rise to a metal

insulator phase transition. But, all these density waves vary in a wave manner 

with the same wave vector 2kF for a given system. 

One may therefore ask if there exists some kinds of instabilities that can 

have density wave states while possess a wave vector different from 2kF. And, is 

there any system which includes simultaneously two different wave vectors, the 2kF 

and the unknown one, in its density wave state? If the answer is yes, then, in what 

a manner do they relate to each other when both of them are emerged? We study 

these problems in the present chapter, and some fundamental acknowledgements 

about the so-called" 4kF instability" are introduced in this section. 
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4.1.1 Experimental evidences of the 4kF instability 

An early diffuse x-ray scattering measurement (Kagoshima et al., 1975) in 

TT F-TC NQ showed that two anomalies with comparable intensities were found 

at wave vectors q = O.295b* and q = 0.41b*, where b is the lattice constant along 

the stacking axis and b* the corresponding wave vector in the reciprocal lattice, 

at the low temperature about 60 J(. These two anomalies correspond to 2kF and 

4kF instabilities respectively because the charge transfer is 0.59 for this material 

and the value of q = 0.41b* is equivalent to that of q = b* - 0.41b* = O.59b* by a 

translation in the momentum space. Therefore, if the anomaly at 0.295b* is named 

the 2kF instability, that of 0.59b* can clearly be called the 4kF one. Note here 

that the 4kF lattice distortion can not be regarded as a simple second harmonic of 

the 2kF one since the temperature dependence of the two scattering intensities are 

quite different. Thus there are two different kinds of instabilities that can coexist in 

TT F-TCNQ (Pouget et al., 1976; Etemad, 1976) under some specified conditions. 

This is the first time that the so-called "4kF instability" was discovered in a real 

material. 

Besides TTF-TCNQ revealing unambiguously actual4kF scattering, such 

an instability have also been observed in many other materials. The quasi 10 con

ductor T MTT F-bromani/, for example, shows both 4kF and 2kF instabilities. 

Based on its experimental data measured on electrical conductivity and magnetic 

susceptibility (Torrance et al., 1981), the schematic plots of temperature depen

dence of the conductivity and the susceptibility for this material are shown in Fig. 

4.1(a) and (b), respectively. 

The electrical conductivity graph sketched in Fig. 4.1{a) shows a non

metallic property within the whole temperature range, in which the 4kF scattering 

streaks are also observed by x-ray patterns in the same experiment. More impor

tant, a phase transition is indicated by the temperature at 78 J( and an energy 
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Figure 4.1: Temperature dependences of (a) the electrical conductivity, and (b) 
the magnetic susceptibility of material T MTT F-bromanil. In both cases, the 
transition temperatures are indicated. 
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gap due to charge excitation will be open at the Fermi surface, this can be seen 

from that the first-order derivative of conductivity with respect to temperature is 

discontinuous, as discussed in Section 2.2. 

Similarly, in Fig. 4.1 (b) a second-order phase transition is indicated at 

75 K on the spin susceptibility curve and, hence, a magnetic gap due to spin 

excitation is obtained, because the second-order derivative of X with respect to T 

is discontinuous. This transition is obviously a spin-Peierls type, since the system 

will become nonmagnetic, as pointed out in Section 2.3.4. 

As the last example, we discuss again the interesting 1/4-filled system, 

MEM(TCNQh. In this material, only the TCNQ stack is responsible for elec

trical conductivity. The charge transfer from M EM molecules to the TC NQ 

stacks is complete so that the TC NQ molecules each receive half an electron from 

the M EM's. Many different experiments have been performed on this system 

(Huizinga et al., 1979; van Bodegom et al., 1981; Visser et al., 1983; Ohta et 

al., 1985; Tanaka et al., 1990). The role of the intersite electron-phonon coupling 

and thus the lattice distortion in this system have mentioned briefly in Section 

3.1. Its two phase transitions among the uniform, dimerized and tetramerized lat

tice structure were shown in Fig. 3.2. We emphasize here that this material is a 

typical spin-Peierls system, in which the metal-insulator (the e/ectronic-Peierls) 

transition at high temperature (about 340 K) is due to a 4kF anomaly while the 

insulator-insulator (the spin-Peierls) transition at low temperature (about 19 J() 

is due to a 2kF ordering. Furthermore, the low temperature 2kF lattice structure 

in this material is quite different from other two 2kF BOW patterns discussed at 

the end of Section 3.3.1. Instead of the form S S LL or S M LM given by a 1/ 4-filled 

band within the one-electron theory, the distortion pattern in this case is found 

to be LSL'S, where Land L' denote two different bond lengths. Such an experi

mentally observed lattice structure can be described very well by our analysis, as 

discussed below. 
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4.1.2 2kF and 4kF charge density waves 

In order to explain the 4kF instability more clearly and make a distinc

tion between it and the 2kF one, we consider here a 1/4-filled band but the e-ph 

coupling is excluded. According to the discussion in Section 2.3, the possible 2kp 

instabilities that may exist in this case are CDW and SDW states. 

In the first place, we consider the system in which the Coulomb interactions 

are so small that we can treat it practically within the one-electron tight-binding 

model. The band structure shown in Fig. 4.2{a) indicates that the system has a 

one-quarter band filling with the Fermi vector kF = 7r / 4a and thus is a conductor 

if there is no band splitting. However, a 2kF CDW may result in this system (see 

Section 2.3.3) and the band will split into four subbands with three band gaps, 

as shown in Fig. 3.5(a}. The localization of electrons in the system is plotted in 

Fig. 4.2(b} and the wave length of this 2kF C DW is indicated. The description 

with such a picture is called the "small U" model. 

As the second step to interpret the 4kF instability, we need to consider the 

role of Coulomb interaction. If the on-site repulsion U is very strong so that no 

two electrons can occupy the same site regardless of their spins, then the spins are 

decoupled both from the spatial motion and from one another. According to the 

MO theory, since there is now only one electron per momentum state (molecular 

orbital), the same number of electrons in the previous case requires in this case 

twice as many momentum states and, therefore, the value of Fermi vector is doubled 

with respect to the original one. This new Fermi vector, which is equal to 7r /2a, 
is shown in Fig. 4.3{a) and denoted by "2kF ". 

Compared with these plots shown in Fig. 4.2 in which a 1/4-filled system 

with a very small U has the band structure of Fermi vector kF = 7r /4a (Fig. 4.2{a)) 

and gives rise to a 2kF C DW (Fig. 4.2(b)), the same system with a very large U 

possesses then the band structure of a new Fermi vector "2kF" (Fig. 4.3{a)) and 
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Figure 4.2: The 2kF CDW that may occur in a 1/4-filled band (circles denote 
electrons in (a) and sites in (b)). (a) Energy band of the "small U" model with 
the Fermi vector kF=7r / 4a before the band splitting. (b) Localization of electrons 
in the "small U" model: two electrons of opposite spin per site give rise to a 2kF 
CDW. 

thus gives rise to a 2"2kF" or a 4kF C DW. 

Electrons in such a system are said to be spin less fermions and their 

localization in real space is shown in Fig. 4.3(b) by vertical bars without having 

the arrows (spins). Due to such a 4kF CDW, the band of this system will split 

into two subbands with only one band gap which is now open at the new Fermi 

vector" 2kF". The localization of electrons of a 1/ 4-filled band in the 4kF C DW 

picture is shown in Fig. 4.3(b) and the system forms a Wigner lattice in which 

one electron locates on every other si teo 

4.1.3 Problems and motivations 

The discussions of both the 2kF and the 4kF instabilities in the last section 

are given to only the CDW and described separatedly by two different ("small 
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Figure 4.3: The 4kF CDW that may occur in a 1/4-filled band (circles denote 
electrons in (a) and sites in (b)). (a) Energy band of the "large U" model with 
the new Fermi vector, 7r/2a, which has double the value in the "small U" case. (b) 
Localization of electrons in the "large U" model: only one electron per site give 
rise to a 4kF C DW and these electrons denoted by vertical bars are regarded as 
"spinless" fermions. 
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U" or "large U") models. Then, several problems arise and most of them remain 

unsolved. (1) Does the 4kF CDW coexist with a 2kF CDW in the same system 

under the same circumstances? (2) Although both BOW and SDW possess a 

2kF instability, do they have also a 4kF one? (3) If the 4kF instability is a BOW, 

does it coexist with the 2kF BOW and how do we see the e-mv coupling in the 

corresponding system? (4) We have discussed the coexisting 2kF CDW and 2kF 

BOW within the non-half-filled bands in the previous chapter, is this also true 

for the case of 4kF CDW and 4kF BOW? (5) The experimentally observed bond 

tetramerization in ME1vf(TCNQh presents a particular BOW pattern, can this 

lattice structure be explained by a certain 2kF instability alone? (6) What is the 

combined effect when all of those 2kF C DW and BOW as well as 4kF C DW and 

BOW are brought together and how du they interact with one another? 

Most of the above questions have not been answered within the existing 

theories. Emery's work on the 1D electron gas theory (Emery, 1976 and 1979) is a 

continuum model that neglects the lattice and therefore the BOW, even though the 

BOW instability is very important in real materials, as described from the lattice 

distortion in those systems. The spin-Peierls transition can not be explained in this 

theory. Similarly, the calculation of charge-charge correlation functions by Kondo 

and Yamaji (Kondo and Yamaji, 1977) also neglects the BOW. The Hamiltonians 

used in the other two works by Hubbard (Hubbard, 1978) and Torrance (Torrance, 

1978) did not include the e-ph coupling at all, the BOW state of course was not 

obtained. 

On the other hand, Hirsch and Scalapino used a Monte Carlo technique 

to calculate the charge-density (Hirsch and Scalapino, 1983) and charge-transfer 

(Hirsch and Scalapino, 1984) instabilities by computing the corresponding charge

density and charge-transfer response functions for a 1/4-filled band. The charge

density (transfer) response measures the intrasite (intersite) charge-density sus

ceptibility in the momentum space and thus yields a relative contribution of the 
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CDW (BOW) in the wave vector space. These response functions in the ground 

state are defined as 

CDW(q) = N1 L:L: < njnj+1 > exp(iqla) (4.1) 
j I 

BOW(q) = N1 L:L:« hjbl > - < bj >< bl »exp[iq. (rj -r"i)] (4.2) 
j I 

where q is the wave vector in momentum space and N is the total number of 

sites. The number operator, nj, and the bond order operator, bj, are given by 

nj = Eu CluCj,u and bj = Eu(cluCj+l,U + cj+l,uCj,u), respectively. They found the 

following results. The 4kF charge-density response in the simple Hubbard model 

with only on-site repulsion U was very weak, but in the presence of a moderate 

nearest-neighbor interaction Vi within the simple extended Hubbard model the 

4kF charge-density response was greatly enhanced. They did not find a range for 

(U, Vt) in which the 2kF and 4kF CDW instabilities coexist. However, the charge

transfer response showed the coexistence of 2kF and 4kF BOW. Mazumdar 

(Mazumdar et al., 1984) also calculated the charge-density response function, but 

with a real-space formalism which facilitates discussion of real-space correlations, 

for a large number of band fillings, and found a similar result to that of Hirsch's in 

the case of band filling p = 0.5. In the extened Hubbard model, Mazumdar et al. 

found that the effects of U, Vi, and V2 (the second-neighbor Coulomb repulsion) can 

reinforce or oppose one another, and can favor or suppress different instabilities, 

depending systematically upon the electron density p. But the on-site U suppresses 

2kF C DW for all p. 

Each of C DW and BOW may possess different wave patterns because of 

the different phase angles, as discussed in the next section. However, none of the 

theoretical work mentioned above yielded the explicit patterns for either C DW or 

BOW. The absence of explicit patterns for C DW and BOW in these results is due 

to the intrinsic limitation of these numerical calculations of susceptibilities in the 

configuration space. Although the complete C DW or the GC DW is a mixed wave 
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of charge-density-modulation (i.e. on-site C DW) together with a periodic-Iattice

distorton (i.e. off-site C DW or BOW), these two waves can still be distinguished 

for a low commensurability case. 

Therefore, one of the main motivations in this chapter is to focus our effort 

on the 1/4-filled band (commensurability 4) and find a general method, which can 

not only give the explicit C DW and BOW patterns in the real space but can also 

be used to explain the experimental superlattice observation in M EM(TC NQh. 

Another important motivation is to study the effect of Coulomb repulsion 

U. We will show that a certain U in a system not only brings its bond structure 

from SSLL for U = 0 to SM LM for U > Uc, where Uc is a small critical value and 

depends upon the particular system, but also introduces a nonzero 4kF component 

into this system. 

An additional motivation comes from the fact that most organic super

conductors have a 1/4-filled band, which is the very case we are focusing on. This 

implies that both C DW and BOW cannot exist in these materials because of their 

superconducting phases. Therefore, it is expected to gain some indirect knowledges 

about the superconductivity by finding out the mechanism of the C DW and BOW 

in those nonsuperconducting systems. For example, the instability found in the 

experimental system M EM(TCNQh is a BOW, its low temperature phase has 

shown in Fig. 3.2. But, all previous works mentioned above are incomplete to 

account for such a result. This will be solved by our scheme. 

4.2 Distortions and superlattices 

As the C DW and the BOW correspond to broken discrete symme

tries and can thus lead to long-range order, whereas the SDW involves a broken 

continuous symmetry and so has only algebraic, rather than long-range, order, we 
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therefore discount the S DW here, and consider the BOW and C DW for both 

2kF and 4kF anomalies in our nonsuperconducting case. The main strategy of 

this study is to construct a lattice-distortion pattern which includes both 2kF and 

4kF distortion parts, and then to investigate this pattern by performing a real

space configuration calculation within the parameter space of electron-phonon and 

electron-electron interactions. The ground state of a system corresponding to a 

specific distortion pattern can be found with a particular parameter set; the as

sociated BOW and C DW distributions are then calculated. Therefore, such a 

measurement also provides a method to determine the region of the parameter 

space in which the system lies. 

Our Ansatz, the displacement of the jlh site along the chain direction, can 

be wri t ten as 

Uj _ U2(j) + U4(j) 

- uor2cos(2kFja - (J2) + uor4cos(4kFja - (J4) (4.3) 

where Uo is the overall amplitude of the lattice displacement, r2 and r4 are the rel

ative weights of 2kF and 4kF components with the associated phase angles O2 and 

(}4, respectively. The Fermi vector is 7r /4a and a is the lattice constant. The split

ting of the lattice distortion, uj, into two parts, U2(j) and U4(j), will enable us to 

study the 2kF and 4kF instabilities on the same chain. The relative contributions 

of r2 and r4 are then normalized according to 

( 4.4) 

Of course, many possibly different superlattices can be found from Eq.( 4.3) 

by different combinations of the parameters r2, r4, O2 , and 1)4' However, we have 

found that only four of them are important and useful in our present discussion. 

We show these four superlattices, each of them associated with its BOW and 

C DW pattern, in Table 4.1. For the sake of simplicity and convenience in our ex

planations, we call respectively the BOW and C DW patterns in the first column 
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of the Table as the 2kF BOWl and 2kF C DWl. These describe the noninteracting 

ground state of the system (see Chapter 3). Similarly, the 2kF BOW2 and 2kF 

C DW2 refer to those in the second column, and these two density waves become 

relevant for nonzero Coulomb interactions, as we show later. The 2kF BOl-VI 

and 2kF BOW2 have respectively the distortion patterns SSLL and SM LM, as 

already mentioned in Section 3.3.1. Density waves with period 2 in the third 

column are the 4kF BOW and C DW which are equivalent to the patterns plot

ted in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. The observed lattice distortion pattern of 

M EM(TC NQh is shown in the last colume of Table 4.1. It is quite different from 

both 2kFl BOW and 2kF BOW2 but can be interpreted exactly by our Ansatz, 

Eq. (4.3), as shown in the next section. We refer this observed bond pattern as 

the mixed BOW because it can be reached by a linear combination of the 2kF 

BOW2 and the 4kF BOW. Note that all BOW and CDW patterns in Table 4.1 

can be formally described by the expressions 

b(j) = b + bocos(qja - (h) (4.5) 

and 

p(j) = Ii + pocos(qja - Op) (4.6) 

where q = 2kF or 4kF, and b(j) and p(j) are respectively the bond-order and 

charge-density operators on the ph site associated with their phase angles Ob and 

Op. 

Both periodic rings having 8 and 12 sites for different distortion patterns 

with many different values of electron-phonon and electron-electron interactions 

were calculated. The most significant findings drawn from our computational 

data include: (1) The phase angle (02 in the Ansatz) of the lowest energy period 4 

structure changes with nonzero Coulomb interaction; such a switching of the phase 

angles has not been discussed before and is central to the detailed understanding of 

the 4kF and 2kF transitions. (2) In addition to the coexisting the 2kF BOWl and 

C DW1 for all e-ph and e-mv couplings (see Chapter 3 and Fig. 3.6), the density 
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BOW and CDW patterns . 
p=O.5 In 

Period 4 Period 4 Period 2 MEM(TCNQ)2 

2kp BOWl 2kp BOW2 4kF BOW BOW 
••••••• .. .... ---- ........ . : ...... 
2kp CDWl 2kF CDW2 4kF CDW CDW 

+ f + + + + + + + + + + + + + • 
Table 4.1: Four different superlattices of a 1/4-filled band derived from the Ansatz 
Eq. (4.1). Density waves in the first column dominate the noninteracting system 
and those in the second column become relevant for nonzero Coulomb interac
tions. Only those in the last column describe the experimentally observed lattice 
distortion in the material M EM(TCNQh. 
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waves 2kF BOW2 and C DW2 coexist in a similar way and the combination of 

these waves dominates for the nonzero Coulomb interactions. (3) For a moderate 

intersite Coulomb interaction which is denoted by V in the rest of this chapter 

and Vi in the next chapter, the absolute ground state has a 4kF component (i.e. 

the first row of the third column in Table 4.1) in addition to the BOW2 and 

CDW2 components. The observed lowest energy bond distortion pattern LSL'S 

now emerges naturally as a combination of the 2kF BOW2 and the 4kF BOW. (4) 

Finally, at still larger V, the ground state is a 4kF C DW, which doesn't describe 

the experimental systems. 

4.3 Model calculation and theoretical interpretation 

Instead of a simple Hubbard model, which includes only the on-site corre

lation and also does not contain the lattice distortion, we employ here the simple 

extended Peierls-Hubbard model in which both the on-site and nearest-neighbor 

interactions as well as the lattice distortion are included. The Hamiltonian takes 

the form: 

H = - ~ ~[to - a(uj+I - uj)][cluCj+l,u + cJ+I,uCj,u] + ~ ~(Uj+I - Uj)2 
J J 

u 
+2" ~Lnj,anj,q+ V~njnj+l (4.7) 

J u J 

where V is the nearest-neighbor Coulomb interaction, nj is the number operator 

on the ph site with nj = La cluci,u. (j represents the opposite spin with respect to 

the spin (1'. Other parameters have been introduced in the previous chapters. The 

magnitude of all Coulomb interactions will be expressed in unit of to thereafter. 

The e-mv coupling is excluded in our Hamiltonian, because the effect of f3 can be 

measured by calculating < nj nj >. 

Unlike the SCF method employed in the previous chapter to treat the 

noninteracting case, the Diagrammatic Valence-bond (DVB) technique (Soos and 
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Mazumdar, 1978; Mazumdar and Soos, 1979; Bondeson and Soos, 1979; Dixit and 

Mazumdar, 1984) is used in this and the following chapters to perform the model 

calculation in a many-electron system. A brief introduction of this method is put 

in Appendix C. 

As shown in Chapter 3, the lowest state of a quarter-filled band in the 

noninteracting limit corresponds to the density waves in the first column of Table 

4.1. In contrast to the half-filled case, where the BOW and C DW do not coexist 

(see Fig. 3.3), we have also shown in Chapter 3, for both 1/3 and 1/4 band-fillings, 

that the 2kF BOWl and C DW1 coexist for all values of the electron-phonon 

interaction constant a and the electron-molecular vibration coupling constant {3 

considered. By putting (3 = 0 and using Uj = uocos(2kFja - 0) (i.e. Eq. (3.2)), we 

have also found that the energy of the system with 0 = 0 (one of the four phase 

angles in the fourfold degenera.te ground state) is always slightly lower than that 

of 0 = IT /4; the former is identical to (2kF BOWl + 2kF C DW1) and the la.tter 

to (2kF BOW2 + 2kF C DW2). 

However, the above situation is changed when a nonzero U with U > Uc 

(critical value of U) is added, as shown in our Fig. 4.4. The crossover takes place 

at Uc about 2.5 (in unit of to) for the 4N-ring and about 5.5 for the (4N + 2)-ring, 

where N is the total number of the electrons in the system considered. The linear 

dimensionless coupling constant Aa = a 2 /toI< has a small effect on Uc only for 4N

but not for (4N + 2)-ring. The difference in behavior between these two systems 

is partially due to the Jahn-Teller effect, and a more detailed explanation can be 

found within the Valence Bond (V B) theory (Dixit and Mazumdar, 1984). Note 

that Fig. 4.4 does not imply the absolute ground state to be (2kF BOW2 + 2kF 

C DW2) for U > Uc• What has been proved by this figure is the existence of a 

critical value Uc by which the phase of 2kF instability will be switched, if no 4kF 

compoment has been taken into the consideration. When U changes from U < Uc 

to U > Uc , the corresponding phase angles (h and ()p in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) are 
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then respectively changed from 37r /4 to 7r /2 and 11" to 37r /4, this corresponds to 

the change of ()2 in Eq. (3.1) from 0 to 7r/4. 

In general, the weight of f4 in Eq. (4.3) increases monotonically with the 

increasing of U, as shown in Fig. 4.8 (see next section). Therefore the contribution 

of r4 for a system in its ground state can be regarded as a characteristic of the on

site Coulomb interaction: the larger U, the larger r4. A similar reverse tendency 

is also true for U = 0: the larger f4, the higher energy of the system. By using the 

Ansatz with 02=7r /4 and 04 =0, we plot in Fig. 4.5 the energy gain per electron 

against the lattice displacement for 11 different series of f4. Note that the energy 

increases strictly with the increasing of f4 and the system has the lowest energy at 

f4 = 0, which corresponds to (2kF BOW2 + 2kF C DW2). 

However, it has been shown in Fig. 4.4 that for U < Uc the system 

(2kF BOWl + 2kF C DW1) has a lower energy than that of (2kF BOW2 + 2kF 

C DW2), thus the ground state of a system for noninteracting case possesses a 

2kF phase angle of 7r /2 and has no 4kF component at all. In order to see the 

effect of Hubbard U more clearly, we have also plotted three different systems 

characterized by the 2kF BOWl, 2kF BOW2 and mixed BOW for both zero and 

nonzero Hubbard U in Fig. 4.6. Here the system mixed BOW has much higher 

energy at U = 0 due to the nonzero of r4, while the energy of the system 2kF 

BOWl is slightly lower than that of 2kF BOW2j but when U =/: 0, the energy of 

2kF BOWl is now higher than that of 2kF BOW2, but the system mixed BOW 

has the lowest energy. Therefore, a nonzero U not only changes the 2kF phase 

angle, but also adds a 4kF contribution. 

For nonzero V, our computational data performed for a large parameter 

space (0.45 < Aa <2.13, 0< U <10, 0< V <3) indicates the existence of a critical 

value Vc. For V < Vc, f4 increases rapidly with V for fixed U, provided V < Vc. 
The critical value Vc is about 2 and becomes slightly larger for smaller U. These 

results are showed in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. 
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Figure 4.4: Total energy gain vs Hubbard U in the simple Peierls-Hubbard 
model. Dashed(4N) and Circle(4N+2) plots belong to 2kF BOWl, and Solid(4N) 
and Square(4N+2) plots belong to 2kF BOW2. The critical value Uc at which 
BOWl and BOW2 make a crossover is about 2.5 for the 4N- and 5.5 for the 
(4N +2)-system. For N ~ 00, we expect 2.5 :5 Uc :5 5.5. Both 6.E and U are in 
unit of to. 
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Figure 4.5: Energy gain per electron vs lattice displacement for different 4kF com
ponents of a 4N system with Aa = 0.8 and U = O. Values of r4 are given (from 
bottom to top) by 0.0,0.1,0.2, ...... , 0.8, 0.9, 1.0. The effect of r4 in the noninter
acting case is shown clearly: the larger the r4, the higher the energy. 
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Figure 4.6: Total energy gain vs lattice displacement for three different super
lat tices. Closed symbols for U =6 and V =0; Open symbols for U =0 and V =0. 
Structure LSL'S is the highest energy state among those three superlattices for 
U =0 and the lowest for U =6. 
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Figure 4.7: Energy gain per electron vs lattice displacement for four different 
values of V but fixed U. The lowest energy occured at Vc=l and r4=O.5 is shown 
in graph(b) and the critical value of V, Vc, implied by this figure is about 2. 

In Fig. 4.7, the energy gain per electron is plotted against to the overall 

lattice displacement Uo for four different V but fixed U. It can be seen from this 

figure that the value of Vc is about 2 anu the most stable system, which has V =1.0 

and r4=0.5, is shown in graph(b). In Fig. 4.8, the weight r4 of the 4kF component 

increases dramatically with V < Vc is shown. Here, the fact the value of r4 for a 

4N-ring is larger than the corresponding one for a (4N + 2)-ring is again an effect 

due to the Jahn-Teller distortion in the former system. Note also that a horizontal 

dashed line, which will be discussed later, with the value r4=1/[l+v'2] is sketched 
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in this figure. 

The existence of a Vc in the large U case can be understood as follows. 

Consider the limit of U --. 00. Since no double occupancy can exist and Q --. 0, the 

system can be then described by a spin less fermion gas (Bernasconi et al., 1975), 

with the new Fermi vector "2kF " (see Section 4.1 and Fig. 4.3). The Hamiltonian 

Eq. (4.7) reduces to 

H = -toI)CjCi+l + Cj+lCjj + vL::CjCjCj+lCj+1 ( 4.8) 
j j 

here the operator cj(Cj) now creates (annihilates) a ~pinle88 fermion on the ph 

site. It has been shown that there is a metal-insulator transition at V = 2to where 

the strong and weak interaction regimes for the Hamiltonian (4.8) are separated. 

For V / to ~ 2, the system is in the dimerized C DW phase, and no bond alteration 

can occur (Bendt, 1984). For V / to :5 2, bond alteration occurs for arbitrarily 

small Q and increases with V (Bendt, 1984). 

Now, using many-electron configurations in real space, we give below some 

brief physical interpretations to those different superlattices in Table 4.1 and the 

results found so far. In the present case of p = 1/2, only three relevant extreme 

configurations ... 0200 ... , ... 1100 ... , and ... 0101. .. and their translated versions are 

involved, as discussed in Section 3.3.1. 

Firstly, it is easy to see from Table 4.1 that the 4kF C DW and 4kF BOW 

cannot coexist, because in its configuration ... 0101... the hopping probability from 

an occupied site is the same to the left and the right. In other words, the charge 

density pattern PIP2PIP2 favors equal bonds. 

Secondly, the coexistence of 2kF C DW1 and 2kF BOWl for U < Uc can be 

understood by follows: Since the hopping probabilities (so the charge transfers) are 

large between the doubly occupied site and its two neighbors in the configuration 

... 0200 ... , which is described in the "small U" model discussed in Section 4.1.2, 
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charge transfers therefore yield two short bonds between the corresponding sites 

because the intersite charge densities become also large. In a similar way, the 

hopping probability is small between two unoccupied sites, thus the two short 

bonds are followed by two long bonds. A 2kF BOWl (SSLL) is then implied. 

However, the on-site charge density on the site "0" (one of the two neighbors of 

"2") is clearly larger than that on the other "0" (one with two neighboring "0"), 

the same configuration ... 0200 ... gives then the charge density pattern P2PIp2pa 

(PI > P2 > pa). Therefore, 2kF BOWl and 2kF C DWl coexist, as they are 

associated with the same configuration ... 0200 .... 

On the other hand, however, double occupancy of a site is prohibited and 

the ground state can be described by configuration ... 1100 ... for moderate V. If U 

is small, the charge transfer between two singly occupied sites is still possible in 

both directions (because these two electrons have opposite spins), giving rise to a 

short bond, but the charge transfer is smaller between the occupied and unoccupied 

site, since this can occur in only one direction, and is smallest between the two 

unoccupied sites. So, the configuration ... 1100 ... associates both 2kF BOW2 and 

2kF C DW2 and they indeed coexist, as seen from the strict phase relationship 

shown in the second column in Table 4.1. From the above discussion, we see 

that the configuration ... 0200... at zero or small U gives the broken symmetry 

to describe the ground state of the system, but for a larger U, the ground state 

broken symmetry is described by ... 1100 ... if V is small. Therefore, the change of 

the 2kF phase angle O2 from 7r /2 to 7r /4 during the increasing of U from U < Uc 

to U > Uc is thus understood. 

Third, in the limit U -t 00 and small V, the double occupancy of site 

is totally impossible; both the charge transfers between two singly occupied sites, 

and that between two unoccupied sites in ... 1100 ... become in effect the same 

infinitesmal value because spin is now irrelavant, while a finite charge transfer can 

exist between "1" and "0", this gives the 4kF BOW (Table 4.1, row 1, column 
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3). The same configuration ... 1100 ... and the charge density PIPIP2P2 can then be 

associated with both 2kF BOW2 (SM LM) and 4kF BOW (LSLS). Furthermore, 

because the charge transfers between two" l"s and that between two "O"s are not 

necessarily the same for large but finite U, this will yield two different long bonds 

and the bond order pattern becomes LSL'S, which can be obtained mathematically 

by a linear combination of 2kF BOW2 and 4kF BOW, and the ratio of L to L' 

in the ground state of a system depends on the contribution of r4. The value of 

r4 will be determined in general by a specific parameter set depending upon the 

particular system. 

4.4 Comparisons and conclusions 

In this section, we compare our findings with some early work given by 

other authors and make a brief conclusion to what we have found. 

In the experimental aspect, the observed superlattice in M EM(TC NQh 

(Visser, et al., 1983) is exactly the same as the pattern mixed BOW (Table 4.1, 

row 1, column 4) for r4 > 1/[1 + v'21 = 0.4142, this value has been indicated in 

Fig. 4.8 by the dashed line. The lattice structure LSL'S can be obtained by the 

substitution of this r4 with 02=7r / 4 and 04=0 in the Ansatz Eq. (4.3). The phys

ical pictures that we have discussed so far can now be used to understand the two 

phase transitions among three different temperature structures in M EM(TC NQh 

in which the charge transfer is exactly 0.5 and the band filling is thus a one quarter. 

The 4kF transition from a uniform structure in metal phase to a dimerized ones in 

insulator phase at high temperatuve about 335 K is mainly due to the combined 

effects of the electron-electron interactions U and V, and the elecron-phonon cou

pling. At this stage, the system has a high spin state; charge transfer between 

occupied states is weak; and any further transition would be to the 4kF BOW 

first. However, the high spin state ... jjOO ... (or ... !LOO ... ) becomes the low spin 
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state ... T LOO ... at low temperature. The 2kp transition from the dimerized phase 

to the insulating tetramerized ones in this case is due to electron-spin coupling at 

which the unpaired spins on the dimers favor to form singlet by pairing, giving rise 

to the dimerization of the dimers and having the mixed BOW structure. 

We summarize our findings and give some conclusions as following: (1) We 

have shown that within the electron-lattice coupled extended Hubbard Hamilto

nian, the lattice distortions of M EM(TC NQh can be precisely understood. Our 

analysis of various C DW and BOW yields that the absolute ground state is a 

linear combination of 2kF CDW2, 2kF BOW2 and 4kF BOW. (2) Starting from 

U = 0 limit in which a system is described properly by the one electron theory 

and usually has a 2kp instability, we demonstrate the existence of a critical value 

Uc that not only changes the phase angle of the 2kp contribution, but also adds a 

4kp component and thus a 4kp instability may be produced in the system. (3) As 

shown by previous work, the bond dimerization within Eq. (4.8) increases with V 

for V < l/;;, and thus the increase of r4 with V within our model is to be expected. 

Once however V > v;, , no bond dimerization can occur and the system is in the 

C DW region. The observed result of M EM(TC NQh indicates that experimental 

materials are in the V < Va regime and the dimerized C DW is not relevant. 

4.5 Implication for superconducting materials 

Organic (Little, 1990; Ishiguro and Yamaji, 1990) and high-temperature 

(Anderson, 1991) superconducting materials have attracted much interest in the 

past few years. Both of them have low electron densities and good electrical con

ductivities in fewer than three dimensions. Since the discovery of the superconduc

tivity in the pressurized (TMTSFhPF6 , more than forty organic superconductors 

have been found. 

With the understanding of the dominant broken symmetries in quasi ID 
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1/4-filled band, as given in previous sections, we extend now our discussion to the 

superconducting TMTSF and BEDT-TTF based materials. To understand the 

superconductivity in these systems, it is necessary to explain the absence of the 

C DW and BOW orderings instead of the occurrence of the superconducting state. 

We believe that the Hamitonian Eq. (4.7) also describes these superconductors, 

although other relevant terms may be necessary to explain the superconductivity 

itself. 

The explanation of the 'lkF phase as a BOW in Section 4.3 indicates that 

the 4kF is not due to a C DW, and we have therefore V < Vc. The same should 

be true for these superconducting materials. For example, to in T MT S F is larger 

(Ducasse et al., 1986) than that in TMTTF and thus Vito is even smaller. Thus 

while in principle we can have a two-dimensional 4kF C D~V, this is not relevant 

in the real materials. Furthermore, in the two-dimensional case, previous work 

(Mazumdar, 1987) has pointed out the absence of the spin-Peierls transition in 

p=1. However, our description of the transition to the BOW2 state in p = 0.5 is 

physically identical to the spin-Peierls in p = 1 (Bernasconi et al., 1975; Rice and 

Mele, 1982), the implication being that this transition is also weakened in the two

dimensional case with p=0.5. Finally, because the 2kF BOW2 and 2kF C DW2 

coexits in p=0.5, the absence of the 2kF C DW2 is then implied. Thus for the 

first time we are able to give a precise explanation of the absence of charge density 

wave instabilities in the soperconducting materials. The C DW does not occur 

since V < Vc, the BOW does not occur because of quasi-two-dimensionality. The 

SDW in TMTSF is then a signature of two-dimensional interactions, while in the 

more strongly two-dimensional material such as BEDT-TT F, the SDW would be 

weak for p away from 1 (Mazumdar et ai., 1990). Therefore all possible spatial 

broken symmetries are considerably weakened in the two-dimensional materials 

with p=0.5 and V < Vc. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE SYSTEMATIC DEPENDENCE OF THE 4kF INSTABILITY 

ON BAND FILLING 

We have seen, in Chapter 3, that the half-filled band in the nonin

teracting systems is a special case in which the C DW and the BOW compete 

against each other, while these two density waves in the non-half-filled bands co

exist and interact in a cooperative manner ( Ung et al., 1993). There exist more 

than 500 CT solids, with various band fillings. Except for the exactly half-filled 

band materials, in nearly all cases the segregated stack CT solids are conducting, 

at least at high temperatures. Conducting CT solids can therefore be considered 

as doped Mott-Hubbard insulators. In this context, it is interesting that out of the 

hundreds of known conductors, only about forty are superconducting, and that the 

known organic superconductors all have 1/4-filled bands. Currently, the mecha

nism of superconductivity in the organics with strong electron-electron interactions 

is unknown. 

The limitation of organic superconductivity to quarter-filling is especially 

provoking in view of the systematic dependence of the physical properties of CT 

solids on their band fillings, as was pointed out by Mazumdar and collaborators. 

Prior to the work of these authors, both "large U" and "small U" theories of 

CT solid were common. This was because it was thought that the characteristics 

of a "large U" model were enhanced magnetic susceptibility (compared to the 

calculated Pauli susceptibility) and the occurrence of the 4kF instability. In spite 

of very similar molecular and crystal structures, however, both the occurrence 
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as well as nonoccurrence of enhanced susceptibilities and 4kF instabilities were 

common (see below). Thus the behavior of the entire family, taken as a whole, 

seemed rather random, until it was pointed out by Mazumdar et al. (Mazumdar 

and Bloch, 1983; Mazumdar, Dixit and Bloch, 1984; Mazumdar and Dixit, 1986) 

that a systematic dependence on band filling exists in these materials, and that this 

systematization is predictable within the extended Hubbard (but not the simple 

Hubbard) model. 

In this theoretical work, however, Mazumdar et al. assumed that the 

4kF instability was due to a C DW. As our work in Chapter 4 shows, this is not 

true. The 4kF density wave is (mixed BOW + 2kF C DW2). It is important to 

check whether the systematization, as experimentally observed, is true even if the 

4kF density wave is a BOW. We further believe that such a study can also tell us 

about the normal state of the organic superconductors, which as already mentioned 

above, have 1/4-filled bands. The very absence of the metal-insulator transitions 

that are common to the nonsuperconducting materials has been commented on the 

literature by numerous authors, and the precise nature of the broken symmetries 

in the real materials is of unique interest. 

In this chapter, we will show a systematic effect of band filling on the 4kF 

BOW instability, by using the same method discussed in the last chapter within 

the extended Peierls-H ubbard model. Therefore, our Ansatz Eq. (4.3) will also 

be employed in this chapter. 

In the following section, we introduce various families of materials with 

variable band filling and see how experimental properties the family of organic 

quasi 1D conductors exhibit differently. As an important physical quantity asso

ciated with 4kF instability, the probability of double occupancy will be calculated 

from the extended Hubbard model. This work is done in Section 5.2. We per

form our model calculation, in the last section of this chapter, within the extended 

Peierls-Hubbard model for 4kF BOW instability. Our results are summarized and 
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their implications for superconductivity are discussed. 

5.1 Materials with variable band filling 

Experimentally, many organic CT solids, even though they are very 

similar in their molecular components and crystal structures and thus belong to 

the same family, exhibit different behavior. Some materials in the family show the 

2kF ordering expected from the usual Peierls instability of a noninteracting ID 

system, while others of the same class display the 4kF anomaly. The relationship 

between the band filling (or the charge transfer) and the 4kF instability for some 

known organic materials has been summarized in the work of Marzumdar and 

Bloch. A reproduced list is shown by Table 5.1. 

The most interesting example is the family (N M P):r(Phenh_:r(TC NQ) 

in which the concentration x of charged donor N M P can be varied and is assumed 

to control the band filling at the TC NQ stacks while everything else remains the 

same. Diffuse x-ray scattering of this family (Epstein et al., 1981) as a function of 

concentration x showed that the 2kF instability appears for x close to 1 while the 

4kF instability exists for x close to 0.5, as indicated in this Table. 

The second example is the family of T MTT F salts in which all three 

materials shown in the Table have the common donor T MTT F. The 4kF in

stability is observed in both systems TMTTF-bromanil and TMTTF-TCNQ. 

However, their instabilities behave so differently that T MTT F-TC NQ is char

acterized as the Peierls transition and T MTT F-bromanil as the spin-Peierls 

one. The schematic plots of temperature dependence of the conductivity and the 

susceptibility for T MTT F-bromanil have respectively been shown in Figs. 4.1(a) 

and (b). As a comparison, the similar plots for TMTTF - TCNQ (Ishiguro et 

al., 1980; Scott et ai., 1974) are sketched in Figs. 5.1(a) and (b). Indeed, quite a 

difference of properties exists between these two systems. 
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Material p 4kF 
? 

~lEM(TCNQ)z 0.5 yes 

DEM(TCNQ)z 0.5 yes 

Qn(TCNQ)z 0.5 yes 

TMTSF-DMTCNQ 0.5 yes 

TMTTF-bromanil 0.5 yes 

TMTTF-chloranil 0.54 ? 

TMTTF-TCNQ 0.55 yes 

TMTSF-TCNQ 0.57 no 

TTF-TCNQ 0.59 yes 

NMP x(Phen)l_xTCNQ 0~<0.57 0.5-0.57 yes 

NMP x(Phen)l_xTCNQ 0.57<x<0.87 0.57-0.67 no 

TSF-TCNQ 0.63 no 
HMTTF-TCNQ 0.72 no 

HMTSF-TCNQ 0.74 no 

TTF-Bro.79 
0.79 no 

HMTSF-TCNQF, 1.0 .... 
HMTTF-TCNQF, 1.0 .... 

Table 5.1: A comparison of charge transfer and 4kF instability for some known 
organic quasi-one-dimensional conductors. The "1" against T MTT F-chloranil in
dicates that no experimented result exists. Materials with p=1.0 are Mott-Hubbard 
insulators, and the 4kF instability is not expected (4kF = 27r/a here). 
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(a) 

o -

1/T 
(b) 

T 

Figure 5.1: Temperature dependences of (a) the electrical conductivity, and (b) the 
magnetic susceptibility of material T MTT F-TC NQ. In both cases, the transition 
temperatures are indicated. 
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The third example can be given by making a comparison between T MTSF. 

DMTCNQ and TMTSF.TCNQ. Both of them crystallize in the same triclinic 

space group. In the long search for another material besides TT F·TCNQ ex· 

hibiting clearly genuine 4kF instability, the 4kF anomaly was found in TMTSF· 

DMTCNQ in 1980 (Pouget, 1980). On the other hand, no 4kF scattering can be 

detected in TMTSF.TCNQ. Note by this stage that no 4kF instability has been 

observed for any system with p 2: 2/3, as shown in the Table. 

Furthermore, the selenide series of organic compounds (T MT S FhX (X = 
P F6, A~F6' Br, ... ) behaves very differently from the sulphur series (T MTT FhX, 

even though they are isostructural and belong to the same triclinic space group. As 

the last example, on the one side (T MT S FhP F6 is the first organic conductor to 

show a superconducting state at 0.9 [( under 12 kbar of applied pressure (Jerome 

et al., 1980). A subsequent measurement of the pressure dependence of the suo 

perconductivity in this material (Greene and Engler, 1980) found, at 6.5 kbar, 

a coexistence of superconductivity at the critical temperature Tc ~ 1.1 [( and a 

metal· insulator transition with the transition temperature TMI ~ 6 [(. Its phase 

diagram has been shown in Fig. 1.6. On the other side (T MTT FhP F6 presents 

either a spin·Peierls ground state at ambient pressure (Coulon et al., 1982) or an 

antiferromagnetic (AF) phase at 13 kbar (Creuzet et al., 1987). The diffuse x·ray 

scattering studies of (T MTT FhP F6 and (T MTSFhP F6 (Pouget, 1980) showed 

that the former gives a very weak 2kF structural scattering and the latter has no 

2kF Peierls instability at all. It is therefore crucially important to understand such 

a difference in the instabilities of (T MT S FhP F6 and (T MTT FhP F6. 

Theoretically, various models as well as different explanations had been 

used to interpret more and more experimental results obtained from organic con· 

ductors since the first discovery of the 4kF instability in TT F·TC NQ. Both "large 

U" and "small U" models were common, and intense controversy persisted over 
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whether such a Coulomb interaction (U) is large or small compared with the con

duction bandwidth (4to). 

For example, many authors (Epstein et al., 1981; Weinstein et al., 1981) 

regard the material (NMP)x(Phenh_x(TCNQ) as a small Uj4to system for x 

close to 1 and a large U j 4to system for x close to 0.5. In a similar way, Emery 

et al. (Emery et al., 1982) proposed U > 4to for (T MTT FhX and U < 4to 

for (TMTSFhX systems. Even for the most intensively studied TTF-TCNQ, 

one group claimed the value of Uj4to to be small (Rybaczewski et al., 1976) but 

another group claimed it to be large (Torrance et al., 1977), therefore the former 

found the "small U" metallic limit while the latter favored the "large U" model. 

No agreement on this problem had been made until Mazumdar and Bloch 

pointed out the systematic dependence on band filling (Mazumdar and Bloch, 

1983). Their work very convincingly proved the "large U" model, and we will 

discuss it briefly in the next section. 

5.2 Normalized ground state probability of double occupancy calcu

lated from the extended Hubbard model 

Since the simple Hubbard model (see Eq.(2.12) and Section 2.3.4) is 

incomplete to describe a real organic conductor due to its omitting of all the long

range Coulomb interactions, Mazumdar et al. considered the extended Hubbard 

model by including the long-range correlations at least up to the second-neighbor 

Coulomb interaction V2 (see below). Based on the agreement that both the occur

rence of 4kF instability and the enhancement of magnetic susceptibility become 

possible in a system when strong Coulomb interactions present (Torrance, 1977), 

exact numerical calculations of spin susceptibility (Mazumdar and Bloch, 1983; 

Mazumdar and Dixit, 1986) as well as charge-density response (Mazumdar, Dixit, 

and Bloch, 1984) were performed for those ground states of different finite rings 
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within the extended Hubbard model. 

Many important consequences and much information have been concluded 

from the above work. Some results regarding the 4kF C DW and the roles of 

Coulomb interactions are cited as follows: (1) The 4kF CDW has a systematic 

dependence of band filling for given correlations and occurs in the range 0.5 < p 

< 0.60. The system favors most strongly the 4kF instability for p = 0.5 and favors 

most strongly the 2kF one at p > 0.6. (2) The on-site repulsion U alone enhances 

the 2kF SDW but suppresses 2kF CDW in all cases. Of course, a large U yields 

the 4kF C DW, as seen from Fig. 4.3 in Section 4.1.2. (3) The nearest-neighbor 

interaction VI. is the driving force behind the 4kF C DW, its effect on the system for 

fixed U is strongly p dependent. (4) The effect of the second-neighbor interaction 

V2 on 4kF instability is small, and its p dependence is weaker with respect to that 

of VI.. 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, there is quite a difference between the effects 

of e-ph and e-mv coupling on the Hubbard U for a system. We explain it as follows. 

For simplicity, let us consider a half-filled band. It is clear that the 2kF C DW 

resulting from the intrasite e-mv coupling is opposed by the on-site repulsion U 

(Hirsch, 1983) while that due to the intersite e-ph one is not (Mazumdar and Dixit, 

1983). The reason is that an excess or deficiency of charge density on sites to form 

a periodic wave will cost much on-site Coulomb energy, the 2kF C DW formed in 

this way should disappear when U is large enough. However, the intersite e-p/! 

coupling gives rise to a 2kF BOW which does not cause a charge accumulation or 

deficiency on sites, the on-site U does not oppose it. According to this argument, 

the effect of Coulomb interactions on the 2kF BOW is then different from that on 

the 2kF C DW. Therefore, it is necessary to reexamine the p dependence of 4kF 

instability for the BOW. Furthermore, as our work in the previous chapter has 

shown that the experimental system with V < Vc (see Section 4.4) is described 

more suitably by a BOW than a C DW, an additional motivation is thus given 
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rise to the study of 4kF BOW for those systems with non-quarter-filled bands. 

In order to investigate the systematic tendency of the 4kF contribution 

on band filling, we are going to select some typical values of p and perform our 

numerical calculations in the next section. But here, as in the preceding study, we 

give a brief discussion of the relationship between the 4kF instability and the prob

ability of double occupancy, because a neccessary (though not sufficient) condition 

for the 4kF is given by the small probability of double occupancy (Mazumdar et 

al., 1985). Such a condition is expected to be also true for the 4kr BOW because 

in a 1/4-filled, for example, the configuration ... 1100 ... , which may give rise to a 

4kF BOW with the pattern LSLS (see below), needs also the small probability of 

double occupancy. 

To associate the 4kF BOW with the double occupied probability in a 

system, we consider the 1/4-filled case and explain it as follows. As mentioned in 

Section 3.3.1 as well as in Section 4.3, the three possible self-repeating real-space 

configurations are given by ... 0200 ... , ... 1100 ... and ... 0101.. .. It is obvious that the 

first one has a large double occupied probability but the others have a small one. 

The first configuration ... 0200 ... forms a 2kF BOW or C DW in the limit U Ito 

~ 0 and has been discussed in the previous chapters. For small U, the second 

configuration ... 11 00 ... will look like ... lIoo... (see Section 3.3.1) or more visually 

... HOD ... , which should give the bond pattern SM LM and turn to be again a 

2kF BOW. Both of them are clearly not the case. But at large U and small Vl , 

... 1100 ... is independent of spin and would give the 4kF BOW pattern LSLS that 

we are after. The last one, ... 0101..., is obvious to give a C DW. 

We consider in this section the extended Hubbard model with the long

range correlation up to only the second-neighbor interaction because more longer 

interactions (\13, \14, ... ) are much less important (Mazumdar and Bloch, 1983) 
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Figure 5.2: Normalized ground state probability of double occupancy g(p) vs Hub
bard U (V'i=0 and V2=0) for five different bands. Parameters (Ne , N6 , p) = (6, 12, 
0.5), (6, 10,0.6), (6,9,0.67), (8, 10,0.8) and (6, 8, 0.75) correspond to respectively 
(from bottom to top) those symbols on the left coordi~ate axis. 
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and even V2 plays a weak role. The Hamiltonian is written as 

H = - L L to[Cj,O'Cj+l,O' + C;+1,O'Cj,a] + U L njfnj! 
j 0' j 

+ VI L njnj+1 + V2 L njnj+2 (5.1) 
i i 

where VI is the nearest-neighbor and V2 the second-neighbor Coulomb interaction, 

all the other notations have been expained in the previous chapters. The normal

ized ground state probability of double occupancy, g(p), is defined as (Mazumdar 

and Dixit, 1986), 

gp 
= < njfnj! > = 4 < njTnj! > 

< n j T > < nil> p2 
(5.2) 

where < niT > « nj! » is the average number of electrons with spin up (down) 

at the jlh site in the noninteracting case. In the ground state (Total spin = S = 0), 

both spin up and spin down electrons have equal probabilities to occupy any site 

in the system, we have then < nit> = < nil > = p/2 and thus < nit >< nil > 

= p2/4. By letting VI. = 0 and V2 = 0 at this moment, we plot the functional 

curve of g(p) vs U for five different systems in Fig. 5.2. From this figure, we see 

that, for those systems with 6 electrons, the value of g(p) decreases very slowly 

as p decreases at small U but it is nearly constant as a function of p at large U. 

Because the increasing of U implies the decreasing of g(p) for all p's (Fig. 5.2) 

while the increasing of U implies the increasing of r4 for p = 0.5 (Fig. 4.8), thus 

we have for the 1/ 4-filled band that the larger the g(p), the smaller the r 4 and 

vice versa. This should also be true for the other band fillings. Note that the 

curve of p=4/5 is different from those 6-electron systems, this is mainly due to the 

difference in behavior between the 4N- and (4N + 2)-series for finite-size systems 

(Kivelson and Heim, 1982; Dixit and Mazumdar, 1984). 

Similarly, by including the intersite interactions in Eq. (5.1), we have 

sketched the effects of VI and V2 on g(p) in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. Now, 

even for those 6-electron systems, the quarter-filled band is very different from 

other bands. Generally speaking, g(p) decreases as VI increases only for p= 1 /2; 
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but it increases as Vi increases for other band fillings, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The 

situation for varying of V2 in Fig. 5.4 is more complicated: the change of g(p) given 

by increasing V2 in small region is small for both p=2/3 and 3/5 systems, while 

g(p) increases for p=1/2 and decreases for both p=4/5 and 3/4. One sees again 

from Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 that the difference exists between 4N- and (4N +2)-systems. 

In our Figs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, graphs are plotted by g(p) against Coulomb 

interactions and the charge transfer appears as a parameter. In order to understand 

the behavior of g(p) more clearly, the figure plotting g(p) vs p with Coulomb 

interactions as parameters in Mazumdar's original paper is now shown in Fig. 5 .. 5 

in which all Coulomb interactions U, Vi and V2 are given in unit of J2 to. 

We can see from Figs. 5.5(a) and (b) that the bare U (i.e. Vi=V2=O) 

gives a nearly p independent g(p) in all cases, and g(p) decreases as U increases 

for both zero and fixed Vl' For fixed U, the increasing of Vi can both decrease or 

increase g{p), and the actual behavior depends strongly on p itself. In Figs. 5.5( c) 

and (d), with respect to Vi, the effect of nonzero V2 on g(p) is shown to be rather 

weakly p dependent. However, this effect can still be strong varying in the range 

of intermediate p. 

5.3 Numerical calculation within the extended Peierls-Hubbard model 

We have shown in Chapter 4 that the 4kF contribution to the BOW is 

relevant to a strongly correlated system with one-quarter band filling. The mixed 

BOW which consisted of both 2kF and 4kF components has the weight r4 that is 

determined by both the on-site repulsion U and the nearest-neighbour interaction 

Vi. In the previous section, we have also demonstrated that systems with different 

p have different values of g(p) for a fixed correlation set (U,l/i.,V2 ). Because g(p) is 

closely related to the 4kF C DW, as shown by Mazumdar et al., it is natural to ask 

what could happen to the 4kF component of our mixed BOW if both Coulomb 
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interaction and band filling are varied. 

We study the effects of band fillings as well as Coulomb interactions on 

the lattice structure by performing the numerical calculation within the extended 

Peierls-Hubbard model, which is the sum of Eq. (5.1); and a lattice distortion 

term from the electron-phonon coupling, namely, 

H = - E Elta - a(uj+1 - Uj)][C),u Cj+l,u + Cj+l,u Cj,U] 
j u 

+u L: njfnj! + VI L: njnj+1 + V2 L: njnj+2 
j i j 

all notations in above equation have been discussed. 

(5.3) 

Four different systems of p = 0.50, 0.60, 0.75, and 0.80 with periodic 

boundary conditions have been selected for our model calculations, the number 

of electrons and sites are given by (Ne, N~) = (6,12), (6,10), (6,8), and (8,10), 

respectively. We did not include the case of p=2/3 because of the coincidence of 

4kF and 2kF in this band, it could hardly be observed even if the 4kF anomaly 

would exist. On the other hand, for the case of p=0.80, no (4N +2)-electron system 

can be chosen to satisfy this band filling. It is therefore expected a discrepancy 

in the systematic tendency of band filling for this case. Furthermore, in order 

to see more clearly the difference in behavior between 4N- and (4N + 2)-electron 

systems, in addition to the system (Ne, N3 ) = (6, 12) for p=O.50, we have also 

done the same work for the system (Ne, N~) = (4, 8). 

The same Ansatz of lattice distortion, Eq. (4.3), will be used here for 

all systems. Of course, each system may have its own phase angles. These differ

ent angles are summarized in Table 5.2, two different values of the dimensionless 

phonon-electron coupling constant due to the difference between 4N- and (4N +2)

electron systems are also shown. When Vi. = V2=O, we have plotted the weight r.t 

vs Hubbard U for five different systems in Fig. 5.6 in which we can see clearly that 

in all cases r4 increases as U increases. 
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Figure 5.6: Contribution of 4kF distortion r4 vs Hubbard U (Vi=O and V2=0) for 
five different bands. Parameters (Ne, N~, p) = (6, 8, 0.75), (6, 10, 0.6), (8, 10, 
0.8), (6, 12, 0.5) and (4, 8, 0.5) correspond to respectively (from bottom to top) 
those symbols on the left coordinate axis. Note that in all cases r4 increases as U 
increases. 
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p (N e, N.) 8
2 

(Degree) 8. (Degree) A-
Il 

0.50 (4,8) 45 0 0.80 

0.50 (6,12) 45 0 1.41 

0.60 (6,10) 43 270 1.41 

0.75 (6,8) 45 90 1.41 

0.80 (8,10) 234 90 0.80 

Table 5.2: Parameters used in model calculation within the extended 
Peierls-Hubbard model. Due to the different behavior in 4N- and (4N +2)-electron 
systems, two different e-ph coupling constants have been chosen. 

The effects of Vi and V2 as well as p on r4 for fixed U are respectively shown 

in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, quite a difference between p=0.50 and the other systems can 

be seen. For U =6 and V2=0 in Fig. 5.7, r4 increases as Vi increases only for 

quarter-filled band, but others have a decreasing in r4 for increasing of Vi, this 

result agrees with the tendency of g(p) in Fig. 5.3. As mentioned in the previous 

section, the effect given by V2 on g(p) for different p sketched in Fig. 5.4 is more 

complicated; this is also true for the effect on r4 and we show it in Figs. 5.8. Note 

in both Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 that r4 is considerably large only for p = 0.5 but small 

for other p's. 

To show the p dependence of 4kF BOW, we collect those data points 

sketched in Figs. 5.6-5.8 and plot three curves of r4 vs p in Fig. 5.9, in which vari

ous values of Coulomb interactions are indicated. Points connected with segmental 

lines present the 6-electron systems in which parameters are given by (Ne , N" p) 

= (6, 12, 0.5), (6, 10, 0.6), and (6, 8, 0.75), respectively. Only one 4N-electron 

system with Ne=8 and N~=10 is plotted in this figure. In spite of the discrepancy 
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Figure 5.7: Contribution of 4kF distortion r4 vs Hubbard Vt (U=6 and "2=0) for 
five different bands. Parameters (Ne, N:J' p) = (6,8,0.75), (6, 10,0.6)' (8, 10,0.8), 
(6, 12, 0.5) and (4, 8, 0.5) correspond to respectively (from bottom to top) those 
symbols on the left coordinate axis. Compared with that in Fig. 5.6, behavior of 
r4 by varying Vt is p-dependent. Moreover, r4 is small in these non-quarter-filled 
bands for nonzero Vt. 
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Figure 5.8: Contribution of 4kF distortion r4 vs Hubbard V2 (U =6 and Vi =3) for 
five different bands. Parameters (Ne, N3! p) = (6,8,0.75), (6,10,0.6), (8, 10,0.8), 
(6, 12,0.5) and (4, 8, 0.5) correspond to respectively correspond to those symbols 
on the left coordinate axis. Once again, r4 is small in these non-quarter-filled 
bands. 

resulted from 4N-electron case, the overall feature shows a systematic tendency of 

the 4kF BOW of band filling. It is indicated again, in Fig. 5.9, that the quarter

filled band has a most strong 4kF instability within which the interaction VI. plays 

a very important role. 

In summary, we have found, in this chapter, the following results: By 

including the intersite e-ph coupling with an explicit lattice distortion form, a 

systematic effect of band fillings on 4kF BOW has been demonstrated within the 

extended Peierls-Hubbard model. An observable 4kF BOW contribution in real 

material thus requires not merely proper Coulomb interactions but also a band 

filling close to 1/4. The 4kF instability occurs most strongly in the quarter-filled 

band and decreases as the charge transfer increases; it would disappear for p > 

0.60. The increasing of U gives an increment in r4 to BOW, because a larger U 
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Figure 5.9: Relative weight of 4kF -component r4 vs charge transfer p for different 
Coulomb interactions. Only the quarter-filled band (p = 0.5) with nonzero VI can 
have a considerably large r4. 

yields a smaller g(p) and the smaller value of g(p) favours 4kF BOW. The short

range neighbour repulsion Vi, in the region Vi < U /2, plays an important role 

(see Figs. 5.7 and 5.9) in these organic materials. A distinct difference between 

p=0.50 and other bands can thus be found by studying the effects of neighbour 

interactions. 

Since the study of Chapter 4 can be regarded as a part of the more ex

tensive investigation given by this chapter, what we have found in the previous 

chapter is of course applied to the present discussion. In Section 4.5, we have 

argued the implications for superconducting materials from our calculation in a 

1/4-filled band by discussing the absence of all possible spatial broken symmetries 

in these organic superconductors. With the study of the systematic dependence 

of the 4kF anomaly of band filling, our most important finding in this chapter 

indicates certainly that the 4kF instability of organic ID conductors can occur 

only in the nearly 1/4-filled system with a large U but a small nonzero V (or Vd. 

This confirms our previous interpretations of the implication for superconducting 
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materials. Of course, there needs a large research effort devoted to study and 

understand the superconductivity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PAIR BINDING ENERGY IN SMALL CLUSTERS 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we study the possibility of the pairing mechanism 

(of superconductivity) resulting from pure electron-electron interaction. This is a 

quite different topic from those discussed in the previous chapters. 

One of the most exciting developments in physics in the past few years is 

the discovery of high-Tc superconductors. Within only a short period, the long

standing limit on Tc has been broken by the copper oxide superconductors, reaching 

30 K with La1.8SBao.lSCu04 (Bednorz and Milller, 1986), 90 K with Y Ba2CU30j 

(Wu et al., 1987), 125 K with TI2Ba2Ca2Cu301O (Sheng and Hermann, 1988), 

130 K with the Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-O system (Schilling et al., 1993), and 150 K with 

HgBa2CU308+6 (Chu et al., 1993). On the other hand, since the discovery of the 

soccer ball-like material Coo (Kroto et al., 1985) and similar spheroidal carbon 

atom species, commonly called ju//erenes, scientists have been intrigued by the 

properties and the applications of C60 based systems. The superconductivity in 

alkali metal salts of Coo was discovered first in K3Coo (Hebard et al., 1991) with 

Tc ~ 18 K, a later record of Tc = 45 K was found in the TI-doped Rb-C60 (Iqbal 

et al., 1991). 

Both high-Tc and carbon-based superconductors mentioned above have 

generated strong interest in the basic properties of these materials and possible 

new mechanisms for superconductivity, as shown below. 
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Figure 6.1: A schematic plot of the crystal structure of La2Cu04' The Cu-O planes 
perpendicular to the c axis and the coordinations of the constitutes are presented. 
The planar charges on non-equivalent. sites in those planes are indicated at right. 

It is known that superconductivity in the copper oxide systems occurs 

near a structural instability as well as a metal-insulator transition which can be 

controlled by doping or oxygen stoichiometry. For example, the pure La2CuO" 

system is a typical representative. Its crystal structure is shown in Fig. 6.1 in 

which planar charges on non-equivalent sites in the layered structure are indicated 

at right. Although, in solid state, atomic copper has an [Ar] 3d104s 1 electron 

configuration and the 481 electron is bound weakest, but the formal valence on 

the ions in La2CuO" may be thought of as La3+ and 02-. We have then Cu2+ 

and, hence, the Cu ion would have the 3cJ9 electron configuration. This gives a 

half-filled band to its layered CU02 planes (see Fig. 6.1) and the system is an 

insulator (Varma et al., 1987). The neutron diffraction (Vaknin et al., 198i) as 

well as the nuclear quadrupole reasonance (Watanabe et ai., 1987) studies have 

revealed its antiferromagnetic phase. However, by hole-doping with Sr (or Ba), 
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Figure 6.2: Temperature vs content of Sr showing the tetragonal and orthorhombic 
structure regions, the antiferromagnetic (AF) region, and the superconducting 
region for La2_rSrrCu04. TN is the N eel temperature and T3 is the temperature 
of orthorhombic-tetragonal transition (Torrance et al., 1989). 

the resulting system Laz_rSrrCuOtj exhibits metallic behavior around the content 

x = 0.05 and becomes superconductor for a larger x. Its phase diagram (Torrance 

et al., 1989) is shown in Fig. 6.2, in which the highest Tc value occurs x = 0.15 

and the superconductivity disappears for x > 0.25. 

In order to explain the superconductivity in these copper oxide materials, 

instead of the traditional Bardeen-Copper-Schrieffer (BeS) "phonon-mediated" 

mechanism (Bardeen, Copper, and Schrieffer, 1957) some models described by 

the "holon- (or electron-) mediated" (Varma et al., 1987; Hirsch, 1988; Hirsch 

et al., 1988; Fye et al., 1990) or "magnon-mediated" (Hirsch, 1987a and 1987b; 

Emery, 1987; Baskaran et al., 1987) pairing were proposed. Particularly, the two

dimensional Hubbaard model with nearly half filling in strong coupling has been 

studied the most (Zhang and Prelovsek, 1988; Fano et al., 1990; Dagotto et al., 

1990; Lin, 1990; White, 1991) with the pairing calculation described below. 
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By considering a half-filled band with N sites for a certain molecule, the 

pairing can be studied via the quantity defined by 

Epairing = 2[E(N - 1) - E(N)]- [E(N - 2) - E(N)] 

= 2E(N - 1) - [E(N) + E(N - 2)] (6.1 ) 

where N, (N-1), and (N-2) are the numbers of electrons for three different sys

tems. Note that E(N) presents the ground state energy of an exactly half-filled 

system, E(N-l) and E(N-2) are thus the ground states of the corresponding sys

tems containing one and two extra holes, respectively. Both E(N-1) and E(N-2) 

can be regarded as the resultant systems under hole-doping. It is easy to see 

that [E(N-2)-E(N)] is the energy to add two holes to (or remove two electrons 

from) one molecule while 2[E(N-1)-E(N)] is twice the energy to add one hole 

to (or remove one electron from) each of two molecules. Therefore, a positive 

Epairing indicates that the two added holes want to bind, because this is equivalent 

to an effective attraction between these two holes. According to their computa

tional results obtained from finite size calculations for the quantity Epairing, Hirsch 

et al. (Hirsch et ai, 1988) claimed that planar CU02 clusters with strong correla

tions (U and V) can exhibit an effective attractive pairing interaction and such an 

interaction is responsible for high-Tc superconductivity in oxides. 

Similar pairing calculations, under second-order perturbation theory in the 

Hubbard U, were carried out by Chakravarty et al. (Chakravartyand Kivelson, 

1991; Chakravarty et al., 1991) to study the superconductivity in doped fullerenes. 

For the same purpose, White with his group (White et al., 1992) and Fye et 

al. (Fye et al., 1992) have also performed the similar computations for many 

different geometries which include one-dimensional chains and rings, 4x4 torus, 

cube, truncated tetrahedron, and two linked small clusters. 

However, no general conclusion can be drawn from the above results. In 

1991 Chakravarty et al. pointed out that there is a strong effective attraction be

tween electrons of purely electronic origin and this attraction can readily produce 



superconductivity in doped GGo. On the other hand, for one-dimensional Hubbard 

chains, Fye et al. in 1992 found the pairing only in the chains that have a de

generacy at the Fermi level in the noninteracting limit (Le. U = 0) but not in 

those non degenerate cases. In particular, for the two-dimensional Hubbard model, 

Dagotto et al. (Dagotto et al., 1990) found the binding of holes on the 4 x 4 lattice, 

but a negative conclusion made on the same case was given by Lin (Lin, 1990). 

Therefore, it is still not entirely clear what the actual mechanism of pairing 

is in the various cases. As seen from previous chapters, lattice distortion is quite 

dominant in describing a system for many cases. We suppose that both electron

phonon and eletron-electron interactions are important for a system and the pairing 

may not result only from the purely electronic origin. In order to see this as well 

as to understand the above discrepancies, we will investigate in Section 6.3 such 

a pairing mechanism within both the simple Hubbard and the electron-lattice 

coupled Hubbard models by including explicitly the lattice distortion. In the next 

section, we are going to give a detailed interpretation to the Jahn-Teller effect, 

because it is not only very important in a finite system but also closely related to 

the discussion on our findings. 

6.2 The lahn-Teller effect 

Because of the mathematical difficulty, the quantum-mechanical treat

ment of the molecular structure in most practical cases can be performed only if 

some simplifying approximations are introduced. The most general one of them 

is the adiabatic (or Born-Oppenheimer) approximation (Born and Oppenheimer, 

1927i Born and Huang, 1951), which is based on the fundamental inequality of 

the masses and the velocities of electrons and nuclei. Since the (lightest) nuclear 

mass is about 2000 times that of electron, the velocity of the former is thus much 

smaller than that of the latter. So, it can be assumed that every instantaneous 
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(fixed) configuration of nuclei corresponds to a stationary electronic state and, 

hence, the Schrodinger equation for a molecular system is separable in the mo

tions of electrons and nuclei in this approximation. In other words, the electrons 

adiabatically and noninertially follow the motions of nuclei, whereas the motions 

of the nuclei are governed by the averaged field of the electrons. 

However, electronic degeneracy invalidates the above scheme, because in 

the degenerate case the electrons do not adiabatically follow the motions of the 

nuclei, and the nuclear states are determined not only by the averaged field of the 

electrons but also by the details of the electronic structure. This resulting coupling 

between electronic and nuclear motions is the first essential deviation from the 

Born-Oppenheimer approximation and results in the Jahn-Teller theorem (Jahn 

and Teller, 1937). The Jahn-Teller theorem can be stated as follows: A nonlinear 

polyatomic system in the nuclear configuration with a degenerate electronic 

ground state term is unstable. This statement implies that the system distorts 

itself spontaneously so that the electronic term splits and the ground state becomes 

non degenerate. 

The Jahn-Teller distortions of a given system can have different patterns 

which are referred as (J ahn-Teller) normal modes. For example, the normal modes 

of a 4-site symmetric molecule is shown in Fig. 6.3. The distortion pattern (A) in 

this figure is a total symmetric mode, (B) is the bond-bending mode which changes 

only the angles leaving the bond lengths the same, (C) refers as the bond-stretching 

mode which alternates the bond lengths but does not change the bond angles, and 

(D) and (E) are two-fold degenerate modes. The question of which one of these 

possible normal modes occurs in the real case depends upon the particular system 

as well as the parameters considered. 

For the purpose of showing the Jahn-Teller effect more visibly as weIl as 

explaining our finding in the next section, we carry out a numerical calculation 

below for a small cubic molecule with eight atomic sites. It is easy to extend 
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Figure 6.3: The normal modes of a 4-site symmetric molecule. The distortion 
pattern (A) is a total symmetric mode. (B) and (C) are the bond-bending and 
bond-stretching modes, respectively. (D) and (E) are two-fold degenerate modes. 
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the noninteracting Hamiltonian Eq. (2.6) into this three-dimensional case. The 

Hamiltonian is written as 

H = - L L L[to - a(tli,1 - tli,I)](cL ci,C7 + c1C7 ci,(7) 
I <i,i> C7 

+ Kl L L (tli,1 - tli,l)2 
2 I <i,i> 

(6.2) 

where < i, j > presents the pair of two neighboring sites in the system and I denotes 

the coordinate or component (i.e. I = 1 for x, 2 for y, and 3 for z) because each 

site on the cube has 3 degrees of freedom. Other notations have been discussed in 

the previous chapters. 

In the undistorted case, the above Hamiltonian reduces to a three-dimensional 

tight-binding model with the following band structure 

(6.3) 

Note here that the bandwidth is 6to, rather than 12to, in this special system 

because every site in a single cube has only one overlap integral along each of 

three directions. Since each of three quantities k:ca, klla, and kza can have only 

two values of 0 and 71', it is obvious that the eight possible values of E(k) are given 

as follows: one of -3to (k:ca = kya = kza = 0), one of +3to (k:ca = kya = kza = 71'), 

three-fold degenerate levels of -to (one 71' and two O's), and three-fold degenerate 

levels of +to (one 0 and two 71"s). These energy levels with to == 1 are plotted in 

Fig. 6.4 (a). 

Now, by letting the lattice distort and putting different numbers of elec

trons on the system, we use the se F method discussed in Chapter 3 to calculate 

the band structure for each case with the same dimensionless coupling constant ).Q 

= K::o = 0.2. These results are shown in Fig. 6.4. As a result of the Jahn-Teller 

effect, it can be seen clearly from this figure that all systems (b), (c), and (d) ha\'e 

so distorted that their final band structures are nondegenerate. 
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Figure 6.4: The Jahn-Teller distortions of a cubic lattice with 8 atomic sites but 
different numbers of electrons, resulting from the electron-lattice coupling. The 
number of electrons is given by (a) Ne = 8, (b) Ne = 7, (c) Ne = 6, and (d) Ne 
=5. No degeneracy exists in any system. 
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Of course, due to its non degeneracy with respect to the undistorted band 

structure, the system with 8 electrons does not distort at all, even for a larger 

value of Aa. Both Figs. 6.4 (b) and (c) are important for us, this will be discussed 

in the next section. 

6.3 Pairing in the simple Hubbard and the Peierls-Hubbard models 

As discussed in Section 6.1, for a small cluster, since a positive Epairing 

implies an attractive interaction in that region, this is likely to lead to the su

perconductivity on the infinite system and then the quantity Epairing becomes the 

binding energy of a Cooper pair. In the following, we calculate Epairing for some 

small clusters by diagonalizing the corresponding Hamiltonian exactly. Because 

of the Jahn-Teller effect discussed in the last section, calculations for each cluste!' 

are carried out within both the simple and the electron-lattice coupled Hubbard 

models. 

Let us consider first the simple cube, Eq. (6.3) becomes in this case 

Epairing = 2E(7) - [E(6) + E(8)] (6.4 ) 

By calculating these ground state energies E(7), E(6), and E(8) within the simple 

Hubbard Hamilton, the three-dimensional version of Eq. (2.12), the result of 

Epairing for the undistorted cube is shown in Fig. 6.5 and plotted by stars. Two 

distinct (a small U and a large U) regions are found in which pairing is seen to 

occur, as did by White et al. (White et al., 1992). 

To include the electron-lattice coupling, we add Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (6.1) 

to form our three-dimensional electron-lattice coupled Hubbard model. With the 

definition of the effective hopping integral in x-component, 

(6.5) 



the similar expressions t2 in y-component and t3 in z-component are also implied. 

Three different combinations of tt, t2, and t3 are then chosen to correspond to 

three different distortion patterns. Our Epairing calculations for these distortion 

modes within the electron-lattice coupled Hubbard model are also shown in Fig. 

6.5 to compare with the undistorted one. For the cube with the distortion pattern 

tt = t2 > t3 (the curve plotted by triangles), the pairing still exists in the small 

U region. According to the Jahn-Teller theorem, this is not the Jahn-Teller mode 

for the cube, because the degeneracy in its noninteracting limit is not removed, as 

seen from the insert. On the other hand, the pairing at small U has disappeared 

for both the patterns tt = t2 < t3 (squares) and tl =J:. t2 =J:. t3 (circles). This is 

obvious due to the fact that both systems in their noninteracting limits have a 

nondegenerate band structure, as shown by their corresponding inserts. 

Furthermore, since our calculation indicates that the elastic potential en

ergies in both distorted 7 and 6 electron systems are very small and almost the 

same, the comparison of their total ground state energies can then be replaced 

by evaluating their electronic states. According to Fig. 6.4(b) and (c), in the 

noninteracting limit the energy gain given by the Jahn-Teller distortion for the 

7 electron system, [ -20.46 - (-11) 1 = -9.46, is much larger than that for the 6 

electron system, [ -18.98 - (-10) 1 = -8.98. Thus by not letting the system distort, 

we are overestimating the energies in both 7 and 6 electron system (for the present 

case), but this overestimation is much stronger for the former than for the latter. 

From Eq. (6.4), this explains why we get "pairing" for the cube in the simple 

Hubbard model at small U. 

In order to see this more clearly, we have also calculated the effect of the 

Hubbard U on the Jahn-Teller distortion by taking a fixed distortion in both 7 and 

6 electron system. The result is shown in Fig. 6.6. We see that the tendency to 

distort is nearly the same for the 7 electron system, but for the 6 electron system 

this is strongly suppressed. The effects of U on the Jahn-Teller distortions are thus 
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Figure 6.5: Epairing vs U plots for undistorted cube (tt =t2=t3=tO) and variously 
distorted cubes (boxes). Curves sketched with triangles and stars have positive 
values of Epairing at small U are due to the degeneracies of the corresponding 
systems in thier noninteracting limits. No pairing for those two distorted systems 
at small U. 
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Figure 6.6: Effects of U on J ahn-Teller distortions of odd and even electron systems. 
U destroys the Jalm-Teller distortion of odd electron but not of even electron 
system. 

quite different for the odd and even electron systems. 

As shown by Fye et al. (Fye et al., 1990) that such a "charge-mediated" 

pairing is not limited to two or three dimension, but can also result in one

dimensional periodic rings with N = 4n atoms. This is very suggestive because 

the Jahn-Teller effect is much pronounced in small 4n-rings. For cases of N = -1 

and 8, our results of the pairing calculations are shown in Fig. 6.7(a) and (b), 

respectively. We see once again that the pairing disappears due to the J ahn-Teller 

distortions, especially in these distorted 4n-rings. Similar to the Fig. 6.6, we have 

calculated and shown in Fig. 6.8 the effect of correlation U on the J ahn-Teller dis

tortion of the 4 and 3 electron systems. In this figure, it is seen that the Hubbard 

U strongly reduces the energy gain for the Jahn-Teller distortion of the even (-in) 

electron system (plotted by circles), but the distortion of the odd (4n-l) electron 

system (plotted by squares) remains almost unaffected. Results in Figs. 6.7 and 

6.8 show again that, by much overestimating the energy in the odd electron sys

tem, the calculated energy required to add one hole to the undistorted system is 



too high and thus gives rise to the pairing. 

Besides the simple cube, we have repeated such calculations for some other 

three-dimensional clusters (Mazumdar et al., 1993). These different geometries are 

shown in Fig. 6.9. We redefine the pair binding energy, to include the pairing for 

both holes and electrons, as following, 

6.E == Epairing = E(N) + E(N ± 2) - 2E(N ± 1) (6.6) 

thus a negative value of 6.E indicates the pairing of two electrons (plus sign) or 

two holes (minus sign) in the present case. 

Within the simple Hubbard model, our results are shown in Fig. 6.10. 

Two regions where pairing can occur also present: one at small U and one near 

Ulto = 10. Note that the drum with N = 8 (in (a)) is identical to the simple cube 

but the twisted cube (in (b)) has no pairing at all. Note particularly the case of 

truncated tetrahedron because it is analogous to the truncated icosahedron, which 

is the structure of e6Q. Our investigate indicates that the oscillation of pairing 

may be related to (avoided) energy level crossings. Interestingly, large U pairing is 

found in the pentagonal prism (in (c)), indicating that it is not limited to bipartite 

lattices. The pairing at small U appears to be related to the presence of energy 

level degeneracies at U = o. 

To investigated the Jahn-Teller effect, we focus on the truncated tetrahe

dron and use the following electron-lattice coupled Hubbard Hamiltonian, 

H = - 2: 2:[to + aOi,ij(Ct,uCi,u + c1.uCi,u) 
<i,j> u 

+ U"" n' tn '1 + [(1 "" (8, , - do)2 ~ ),), 2 ~ ',) 
) <',» 

(6. i) 

where the Oi,i are now self-consistently chosen to minimize the total energy, and 

thus depend on filling (i.e. different electrons Ne on the same number of sites, N). 

do and [(1 were chosen to depend on U such that the minimum energy distortion 
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Figure 6.11: Pair binding energies found in the self-consistently distoted truncated 
tetrahedron. The pairing is strongest at U = o. 

at Ne = N was independent of U: Oi,i = 0.1 on triangular faces and Oi,i = - 0.2 on 

the bonds connecting triangular faces. Using these parameters the self-consistent 

calculation of pairing is shown in Fig. 6.11. Note that the pairing is strongest at 

U = 0, which indicates again that it is driven by the Jahn-Teller distortion and 

not the electron-electron interaction. 

According to the above discussions, we have found the following. For an 

N site system, pairing at small U occurs only if the (N-l) electron system has 

a strong tendency to exhibit the Jahn-Teller effect. Such a pairing is dest.royed 

when the Jahn-Teller effect appears. Thus the mechanism of pairing in the undis

tor ted cluster at small U in all these cases is closely related to the suppression of 

Jahn-Teller distortion. Since the Jahn-Teller effect results from the discrete level 

degeneracies in finite molecules, we conclude that the observed pairing in the small 

U region is a finite size effect and the Jahn-Teller distortion must be taken into 

account for the system considered. Pairing at large U is unrelated to the tendency 

to have Jahn-Teller distortion, and is not necessarily accompanied by pairing at 

small U. What we have to investigate is to study whether the large U pairing is 

also a finite size effect, and if so, the nature of the finite size effect. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

7.1 Conclusions 

For the study of the broken symmetry ground states in quasi-one-dimensional 

conductors of narrow bands, several different models for both interacting and non

interacting systems are investigated. From the comparison of our result to the 

experimental data as well as early theoretical work, some main conclusions can be 

drawn from this research and are given as follows. 

In the first place, we find that in a noninteracting system with non-half

filled band, the C DW and the BOW interact cooperatively. Such a result is quite 

different from the competition between the C DW and the BOW in a half-filled 

case. 

Second, within the simply extended Peierls-Hubbard model, both the on

site repulsion U and the nearest-neighbor interaction V (or Vi) have been shown 

to be important in a strongly correlated quarter-filled band. The observed lattice 

distortion of M EM(TC NQh below 2KF transition can be precisely understood. 

The experimental result indicates, in our description, that this system is in the 

small V « Vc) regime and the dimei'ized CDW is not relavant. From this study, 

the superconductivity in organic quasi-two-dimensional systems with quarter-filled 

band becomes more understandable by expecting the absence of all possible spatial 

broken symmetries. 
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Third, based on a similar model calculation for different quasi 10 systems 

within the extended Peierls-Hubbard Hamiltonian in which the second-neighbor 

Coulomb interaction V2 is included, it is found that the charge transfer p plays a 

vital role in these organic conductors and the systematic dependence of the 4kF 

BOW instability on band filling is seen clearly. 

Finally, in order to understand the pairing mechanism in those unconven

tional superconductors, we have calculated the pair binding energy of two electrons 

(or holes) for some small molecules within both the simple Hubbard model and 

the simple electron-lattice coupled Hubbard model. We show that the mechanism 

of the pairing is not due to the electron-electron interaction (at least at small U) 

and the effect of Jahn-Teller distortions must be taken into account. 

In the present work, we have investigated theoretically these different in

stabilities such as CDW, BOW, and SDW that may exist in a low-dimensional 

organic conductor especially at low temerature. Each of them associates with a 

different broken symmetry and gives rise to a certain type of metal-insulator tran

sition. With the view of utilization and application, if we wish to obtain a good 

organic conductor or even superconductor, we must therefore stabilize the system 

with respect to the above phase transitions. As a matter of fact, the history of 

quasi-one-dimensional conductor synthesis is the history of fighting against the 

above instabilities. One of the effective methods to prohibit the M I transition 

is to shift the band filling from those low commensurabilities (i.e. 1/2, 1/3, or 

1/4 in l/M-filled bands) to a incommensurate one. The most popular example is 

given by the doping of polyacetylene, (C H):r;. As a result, the electrical conduc

tivity (Chiang et al., 1977) of polyacetylene can be increased through chemical or 

electrochemical doping by 13 orders of magnitude, up to 103 - 104 (Dcm )-1. 
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7.2 Future prospects 

According to these discussions and calculations given in the previous chap

ters, we suggest here some further theoretical work for future study and arrange 

them in two main parts. 

The first part of the future research will be to extend the same work 

studied here to a higher dimensionality for some specific systems. This is due to 

the fact any real material is actually three-dimensional and the interchain coupling 

is not always very weak in some systems. For example, in the case of rr F
reNQ, interchain interaction gives rise to a three-dimensional superstructure in 

the lattice below the transition temperature (Denoyer et al., 1975; Ellensen et al., 

1976; Comes et al., 1977). Even for the conducting polymer trans-( C H);z:, which is 

described well by the pure one-dimensional SSH-model in most aspects, the x-ray 

scattering study (Fincher et al., 1981) shows a three-dimensional ordering. This 

higher dimensionality fluctuation has also been discussed by some other authors 

(Baughman and Moss, 1982; Kivelson, 1982; Baeriswyl and Maki, 1983) for the 

soliton cases. 

On the other hand, as discussed in Section 4.5, since most organic su

perconducting materials have a quarter-filled band and are quasi-two-dimensional, 

our second part in the future work will therefore focus on this band filling but in 

the two-dimensional systems. As a consequence, such a calculation performed in a 

big 2D many-body system involves a large computational work. However, because 

the DV B method used most in this research for interacting cases is limited to the 

small system, other more powerful methods would be then expected to be found. 
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APPENDIX A 

GLOSSARY 

Some physical terms and jargon used in this thesis are listed below, along with a 

brief description of their meaning. 

2kF density wave -- A periodic density wave such as the CDW or the 

BOW with a wave vector of 2kF. Here kF refers to the Fermi vector obtained from 

the tight-binding approximation. 

4kF density wave -- A periodic density wave with a wave vector of 

4kF. It is expected that either the 4kF CDW or the 4kF BOW is caused by strong 

Coulomb interaction. 

(AB)r polymer --A conjugated diatomic polymer in which two different 

chemical moieties alternate along the chain. An example of such a polymer is 

polycarbonitrile, (CH = N)r, or its derivatives. 

(BEDT-TT FhX -- A family of organic materials exhibiting supercon

ductivity. Most of the BEDT-TTF (alternatively abbreviated as ET) supercon

ductors are quasi two-dimensional. 

(C H)r -- A linear chain polymer which is usually called polyacety/ene. 

(CH)r is an intrinsic semiconductor but shows metallic properties when highly 

doped. From a physical point of view, the soliton behavior in this system is very 

interesting. 
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Commensurability -- The denominator of the rational ratio Q / a* of a 

CDW. Here Q is the wave number of the CDW and a* the reciprocal lattice vector. 

For example, the 2kF CDW of a half-filled band has a commensurability of 2. The 

commensurability 2 systems are different from both incommensurate and higher 

(3, 4, etc.) ones in several aspects. 

K2Pt(CN)4Bro.3.3H20 -- The first quasi one-dimensional (inorganic) 

conductor discovered in 1968. It is the oldest compound known to possess onc

dimensional metallic properties. In this material the planar Pt(CN)4 complexes 

are stacked in such a way that the Pt atoms form linear chains. The Br ions are 

believed to be responsible for the partial filling of a conduction band. 

K(TC NQ) -- A kind of alkali-TCNQ salts with full charge transfer 

from the metal to (TCNQ)-. The system K(TCNQ) is shown experimentally to 

be in the strong to intermediate correlation regime of the Hubbard model. 

M EM(TCNQh -- A quasi one-dimensional organic conductor with an 

exact quarter-filled band in the noninteracting tight- binding model. In this ma

terial electron correlation effects and the 4kF state playa crucial role. Crystal 

structure determinations at various temperatures have shown that MEM(TCNQh 

undergoes two phase transitions, a metal-insulator transition at about 340 K and 

an insulator-insulator transition at about 19 K, among three different lattice struc

tures. 

M ott-Hubbard transition -- The metal-insulator transition due to the 

electron interactions in Hubbard model. 

N M pr:(Phenh_xTCNQ -- A family of the segregated stack charge 

transfer crystals with variable band filling. The concentration x of charged donor 

NMP can be varied and is assumed to control the band filling at the TCNQ stack. 

Experimental results of this family as a function of x show that the 2kF instability 
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appears for x close to 1 while the 4kF ones exists for x close to 0.5. 

Peierls instability -- A characteristic property of one-dimensional con

ductors which are unstable against to a periodic lattice distortion with a wave 

vector close to 2kF • This instability gives rise to a band gap at the Fermi level and 

the system turns from a metal into an insulator. Such a transition is called Peierls 

transition. 

(TMTSFhX -- A family of organic materials exhibiting superconduc

tivity. In these so-called Bachgaard salts, charges are tr':.:lsferred from two TMTSF 

(donor) molecules to one X (acceptor, X = PFa, AsFa, CI04, Re04, etc.) to form 

the 2: 1 salt. The first organic superconductor (T MTT FhP Fa was discovered in 

1980. 

TT F-TC NQ -- A segregated stack quasi one-dimensional charge trans

fer conductor in which the charge transferred from the donor TTF to the acceptor 

TCNQ is about p = 0.55 '" 0.59. At room temperature, TTF-TCNQ is among the 

best-known organic conductors with a conductivity of nearly 103 /(l1cm) along its 

principal conducting (i.e. b) axis and has a high anisotropy O'b / O'a '" 500 to 103 • 

Both 2kF and 4kF instabilities have been observed in this system. 
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BAND STRUCTURE OF A NONIN'I'ERACTING 

QUARTER-FILLED RING 
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The method called "equation of the motion" (Kittle, 1984) can be 

used to diagonalize a given Hamiltonian, such as a perfectly tetramerized ring 

with periodic boundary condition in the present case. The electronic structure of 

this system within the independent-electron theory is found by the following steps: 

Rewrite its electronic part of the Hamiltonian 

Hep = - E E {[to - a(uj+I - Uj)][cj,uCj+I,u + C)+I,uCj,u] 
j u 

+,BVjcj,uCj,u} (B.1) 

We assume that both distortions Uj and Vj take the 2kF density waves of the form 

Uj = uocos(2kFja - 0) 

Vj = vocos(2kFja - ¢) 
(B.2) 

where Uo and Vo are respectively the amplitudes of Uj and Vj, () and ¢ their cor

responding phase angles; these quantities Uo, Vo, (} and ¢ should be determined to 

minimize the total energy of the system. The Fermi vector of this system is given 

by kF = 1r /4a, a being the lattice constant. 

The Fourier transformation between the operator Cj,u in site representation 

and Ck,u in orbital representation is given by 

(B.3) 
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where N is the total number of sites and i == J=T. The spin index (J' is excluded 

here for simplicity. The inverse transformation of Eq. (B.3) is then 

Cj = _1_ L e-ijk ' ack, 
VN k' 

(BA) 

With the substitution of Eqs. (B.2) and (B.4) into Eq. (B. 1), the Hamiltonian 

Hep in the k-space (i.e. in the orbital representation) becomes 

Hep = - L {(2tocoska)ckck + [iauoeiB(sinka + coska) + .8;0 ei"']ckck_j 
k 

+[iauoe-iB(sinka - caska) + .8;0 e-i<l>]ckCk+j} (B.5) 

This Hamiltonian is now diagonalized by the following unitary transfor

mation (Ohfuti and Ono, 1983), 

4 

rk = L bjCj,k (B.6) 
j=l 

such that Hep can be transferred into the diagonal form 

(B. i) 

By performing the calculations on [rk, Hep] with Eqs. (B.5), (B.6) and 

(B.7), and using the commutators 

(B.8) 

we can obtain four simultaneously homogeneous equations, which are given by 

().k - X)b 1 + Tb2 + Se- i4kb4 = 0 

Tb1 + (Ak + Y)b2 + Pb3 = 0 

Pb2 + (Ak + X)b3 + Rb4 = 0 

Sei4kb1 + Rb3 + (Ak - Y)b4 = 0 

(B.9) 



where 

P = to + aosin( 0 + 311"/4) 

R = to + aosin(O - 311"/4) 

S = to + aosin(O - 11"/4) 

T = to + aosin(O + 11"/4) 

Y = bosin¢ 

Z = bocos¢ 

ao = V2cwo 

bo = -;3vo 

14; 

(B.10) 

Mathematically, nontrivial solutions of the homogeneous system of linear 

equations (B.9) exist if, and only if, the determinant formed by the coefficients of 

bi's is equal to zero, namely 

(Ak - X) T 0 Se- i4k 

T (Ak + Y) P 0 
=0 

0 P (Ak + X) R 

Se+i4k 0 R (Ak - Y) 

We get finally the solution from this determinant 

At A%(4t5 + 4a2u5 + ;32V6) + Ak[Stoa;3uovosin(¢ - 0)] 
1 + 8;34v~(1- cos4¢) + 2a4u~(1- cos40) 

+ sin2(2ka)[4t~ - St5a2u5 + 2a4u~(1 + cos40)] 

+ 2( a;3uovo)2 sin20sin2¢ = 0 

(B.11) 

(B.12) 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DIAGRAMMATIC 

VALENCE-BOND METHOD 
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Both molecular orbital (MO) and valance bond (VB) methods are impor

tant in quantum chemistry and achieve parallel successes in some cases. Molecular 

phenomena is interpreted in terms of bonding, nonbonding and antibonding or

bitals by MO, and of hybridization, resonance and exchange interaction by VB 

theory. Because of their computational amenity and interpretative ease of the 

one-electron approximation, characterizing the SCF MO level, molecular theories 

are dominantly used in both quantitative and qualitative aspects in modern chem

istry. However, when correlation effects are important and have to be taken into 

account, the incapability of MO method then emerges; a very significant resurgence 

of interest in VB theory is thus presented in recent years. 

The diagrammatic valance bond (DVB) method (Soos and Mazumdar, 

1978; Mazumdar and Soos, 1979) provides an intuitive physical picture for the 

many-body quantum system, because each VB diagram restricted to a single 

valance state per site associates a basic element of the VB basis and shows ex

plicitly an electronic configuration in site space accordingly; correlated effects as 

well as electron transfers in excitations are therefore clearly visualized from these 

diagrams. 

The VB basis {I k > } constructed by all possible VB diagrams is complete, 
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spin conserved and nonorthogonal; therefore, the VB diagrams are the eigenfunc

tions of the total spin operator 52 and its z component 5z ,and the matrix rep

resenting the Hamiltonian in such a basis is in generalnonsymmetric. Since the 

absolute ground state for 1d systems is a singlet, we shall focus our discussion on 

the case of 5 = o. 

An entirely practical work to perform the complete calculation for a cor

related system within this scheme consists of, at least, the following steps: (i) 

constructing the matrix elements according to the given Hamiltonian, any legal 

and suitable (such as electron-hole, rotation and mirror-plane) symmetries are em

ployed to reduce the dimension of the constructed matrix. (ii) finding the overlap 

integrals among those basic function (diagrams), because of the nonorthogonality 

of the VB basis. (iii) diagonalizing the constructed matrix with the aid of those 

overlap integrals by a certain numerical method. 

Unlike the other approximate numerical methods, the diagrammatic va

lence bond technique gives an exactly diagonalizing to the Hamiltonian matrix. 

Even though this method has been limited to small systems, it has become a 

powerful tool in solving the problem involved many-body interactions. 

A full illustration of this problem for a linear chain with two electrons 

on four sites, within the simple Hubbard model, is given below. If we do not 

take any symmetry so that the whole procedures can be seen most clearly, then 

the maximum number of the basic functions in our VB basis and, hence, the 

dimensions of the matrix constructed is ten. These ten basic functions are easily 

seen in the real configuration and are shown below by their pictorical diagrams as 
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well as their corresponding second quantization expressions, 

It/J 1 > == (X • • .) == atTat110 > 

It/J 2 > == (. x • .) == a~Ta~110 > 

It/J 3 > == (. • x .) == a~Ta~110 > 

It/J 4 > == (. • • X) == a!Ta!tl0 > 

It/J 5 > == (. • • ) - 1 (t t t t) 10 • = 72 alTa21 - a1la2T > 

IrP 6> == ( .... .-- • --..... .) == ~(atTa!l - at 1a!r)10 > 

It/J 7> == (~) == ~(aiTa!l - ai1a!T)10 > 

It/J 8> == (. • • .) == ~(a~ra!l - a~la!T)IO > 

It/J 9 > == (. .....--.--.....) == ~(a~Ta!l - a~la!r )10 > 

1t/J1O > == (. • 

(C.l) 

where 10 > is the charge vacuum state and 72 in It/J 5 > to 1t/J1O > is the nor

malization factor. The cross (x) denotes a double occupancy (i.e. two electrons 

with opposite spins on the same site); and the single dot (.) means an empty site. 

The bar (-) or the arc (,.........) denotes a singlet valence bond formed by two elec

trons with opposite spins on two different sites. However, which electron having a 

up-spin or down-spin is not specified. 

The Hamiltonian of the simple Hubbard model in this case can be written 

as 
3 4 

H = -to E E (C;'uCj+l,u + cj+l,uCj,u) + U E (cjTCjTcjl Cjd (C.2) 
j=l u j=l 

By applying H on the first basic function It/Jl > with the use of fermion's an ticom

mutators (see Eq. (A.7)), we have 

Hlt/J 1 > = [-to(c~TClT + C~lCll) + U(ciTClTcilCll)]ciTcilIO > 

= -to(c~Tcil - d1ciT)10 > +U(circi1)10 > 

- -v'2tolt/Js > +Ult/Jl > (C.3) 



Similarly, we obtain the results for other basic functions 

HIt/; 2 > = -v'2to(llPs > +It/;s » + UIlP2 > 

HIt/; 3 > = - v'2tO( It/;s > + IlPlO > ) + UIlP3 > 

HIt/; 4 > = -v'2tOllPIO > +UllPoi > 

HllP s > = -v'2tO(llPl > +1t/;2 » - tOIt/;6 > 

HllP 6 > = -to(llPs > +It/;r > +It/;s » 

HIt/; r > = -to(llP6 > +llP9 » 

HIt/; s > = -v'2tO(llP2 > +ltP3 » - to(llP6 > +1t/;9 » 

HltP 9 > = -to(llPr > +ltPs > +ltPlO » 

HIt/;l0 > = -V2to(llP3 > +llP4 » - tOIt/;9 > 

1.51 

(CA) 

If we define Y == - to and Z == - V2to, then, from Eqs. (C.3) and (CA). 

a ten by ten matrix is easily written down: 

U a a a Y a a a a a 
auo OYO OYO 0 

OOUOOOOYOY 

o a 0 U a 0 0 0 0 Y 

Y Y 0 0 0 ZOO a 0 

o a 0 0 Z 0 Z ZOO 

o a 0 a a ZOO Z 0 

OYYOOZOOZO 

o a 0 0 a 0 Z Z 0 Z 

a a Y Y 0 a a a Z a 

(C.5) 

It is obvious that these ten basic functions are orthonomal in this special 

case, and the matrix is thus symmetrical. Therefore the overlap integral between 



any two different basic functions is identical to zero. For example, we obtain 

and 

< 1/!111/!1 > = < Olcl!clrctrctdo > 

= < Olcl!ct!IO > 

= < 011 10 > 

= 1 

< 1/!sl1/!s > = ~ < 01(c21clf - C2rCll)(ctrc!1 - ci1c!r)10 > 

= < 01 0 10 > 

= 0 

and so on. Thus we have an orthonomal set such that 

(i,j = 1,2,3, ... ,10) 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

(C.S) 
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